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ABSTRACT

This paper emphasizes both the selection of the hydraulic resistance model for surfaces of uniform roughness and the estimation of model parameters for hydrograph simulation of watersheds with nonuniform roughness.
The hydraulic resistance modeling of surface roughness is reviewed and discussed in detail . A threeparameter model for hydraulic resistance is designe d by assuming a flow through a set of parallel random-width
channels with equal water depth in these channels. Numerical methods for solutions of kinematic wave equations
for the overland flow are used to simulate the outflow hydrographs of small watersheds. The two-parameter and
the three-parameter surface roughness models are used in the optimization of model parameters. These two models
are then compared oy comparing deviations between the hy~rographs simulated with the optimized parameters and
the hydrographs observed at the Rainfall-Runoff Experimental Facility at Colorado State Univer sity. The
results show that the three-parameter model describes more precisely the relationship between the discharge, Q,
and the equivalent water depth, h, for various kinds of roughness over a wide range of discharge than does the
two-parameter model, Q•ahm. The three-parameter model can be applied in the study of effects of changes in the
land use on hydrographs, as well as to determine the precise estimate of sediment transport by the overland flow.
When only the high f lows of a hydrograph are important in hydrologic analysis, the two-parameter model as simpler and less expensive should be used in hydrograph simulation in comparison with the three- parameter model.
The two-parameter model is recommended for high flow application.
Methods of estimation of the lumped parameters of the two-parameter model are in turn developed for watersheds composed of nonuniform roughness elements. For a watershed of nonuniform roughness in the flow direction,
the lumped parameters can be estimated by selecting the values of parameters which can reproduce the equilibrium
detention storage equivalent to the equilibrium detention storage produced by the watershed with nonuniform
roughness. The linear uniformity of roughness in flow direction is much more important than the areal uniformity o f roughness for achieving the equivalent uniformity. For a watershed of nonuniform roughness in transverse direction, the hydrographs can be simulated by combining the hydrographs produced by the individual
elements .

v

Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

General Statement

A great number of factors affect the outflow
hydrographs from a watershed , because hydrologic problems usually are very complex. Hydrographs specific
to a particular problem can be predicted by using
statistical or physically-based deterministic methods
or by using a combination of these two methods. However, since too many factors are involved in the generation of a hydrograph, the watershed components are
necessarily simplified and model parameters reduced to
as few as possible according to accuracy required in
practical uses. Physically-based deterministic models
have a theoretical structure founded primarily on the
laws of conservation of mass, energy, and momentum,
and basin output hydrographs can be produced for known
initial and boundary conditions and rainfall inputs .
This can replace the black-box approach if the model
is feasible.
Physically-based models of watershed
components invariably involve either ordinary or part ial differential equations. The solution of these.
equations frequently requires the use of numerical
methods. There have been advanced developments in
physically-based deterministic models and in digital
computer use in recent decades. During the simulation
of hydro graphs, adequate selection of the necessary
model parameters and adequate simplification of the
watershed components are important.

the natural roughness of most surfaces, k is a random
variable and should be treated in statistical terms.
In addition t o the magnitude k, both the form and
distribution of roughness are relevant parameters in
describing the hydraulic behavior of flows over various surfaces. Since it is difficult to include all
three of these parameters in the general flow formulation, the surface roughness in open channel flow is
empirically expressed in the form of resistance coeffic;ients, such as f, C, and n of the Darcy-Weisbach,
Chezy, and Haaning equations, respectively.

Uniform and Nonuniform Roughness
The roughness in a natural watershed varies with
the type of land surface, obstructi ons and vegetation.
pniformity of roughness is defined herein with respect
to a particular path on the watershed surface. If the
roughness is a constant along a particular path, the
s urface is said to have uniform roughness in that
direction; if not, it is nonuniform. In this study
the uniformity of roughness is expressed in two paths:
(i) the flow direction and (ii) the transverse direction, perpendicular to the flow direction. Figure 1-1
shows a scheme of various roughnesses along the flow
direction, represented in terms of Hanning 's n. For
the uniform roughness in flow direction the Hanning's
n is constant along the surface from upstream to downstream. The non-uniform roughness in the flolo7 direction is classified as follows:

Surface runoff, such as overland or open channel
flow, is an import.a nt part of the response of a watershed to rainfall. Floods from small watersheds are
almost invariably caused by direct surface runoff from
rainfall.
Therefore, the design of flood control
structures or nonstructural measures to reduce flood
damage utilizes estimates of flood peaks for given
frequencies. As many small rural and urban watersheds
do not have discharge records, engineers usually utilize mathematical models along with rainfall data to
produce runoff data. The type of hydraulic resistance
models and model parameters play an important role in
the simulation of the overland flow hydrographs, but
the parameters must be determined experimentally. The
configuration of natural watersheds is very complex
and simplification of watershed components is required. Also, the number of component s mus t be reduced; therefore a component within a watershed simulation model may include many kinds of sur faces with
different roughnesses while experiments are mostly
restricted to a single surface with a uniform distribution of surface roughness. In order to apply the
eiperimental data to natural watersheds, the hydraulic
resistance model must be selected and the representative overall parameters of simplified components
estimated.
This study emphasizes both the selection of a
hydraulic resistance model for a uniform surface and
the estimation of parameter s for watershed components
which have spatially variable roughness.

(1)

Increasing roughness.
When the density of
vegetation increases in the flow direction, the
roughness also increases.

(2)

Decreasing roughness.
When the density of
vegetation decreases in the flow direction , the
roughness also decreases. For a sparsely vegetated surface, rill s are gradually developed as
the water flows downward , with wa ter flow concentrated in the rills of the downstreaJI) side, so
that the roughness may decreas e in downward
direction.

(3)

Alternating roughness.
This kind of surface
roughness is often encountered in the agricultural areas of alternating strip croppings for
soil conservation purposes.
The
roughness
changes alternatively according to the vegetated
crop patterns.

(4)

Irregular distribution of roughness. For land
surfaces with irregularly distributed obstructioos and vegetation, the roughness is also
irregularly distributed.

To simul ate hydrographs for a wa tershed with
alternating roughness, the watershed caD be modeled by
a cascade of planes with uniform roughness wit~ each
plane. For a watershed with a gradual change. or a
random distribution of roughness, th~ watershed can be
divided into planes of proper s i zes, and t he roughness
of each plane approximated by a constant value.
Usually, mao-made experimental s urfaces do not !lave
gradual change of roughness, being mostly limited to
surfaces of uniform roughness, or with a discret e
nonuniform roughness, as shown i n (1) and (4) of Fig.
1-1.

1.2 Defi nition of Basic Concepts and Magnitudes
Surface Roughness
The magnitude,
form,
and distribution of
roughness protrusions have been selected by previous
investigators as the parameters of surface roughness
for the study of flow over a plane. For a given form
and distribution, the magnitude k of the roughness
protrusions characterizes the surface conditions . For
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with G = the goodness-of-fit, D = the !lbsolute value
of the deviation of volumes between tne two hydrographs from watersheds A and B, and a : the total
volume of rainfall input, Fig. 1-3. 'I'heoretically,
the goodness- of- fit can be unity if the sizes of
roughness elements in watershed ~ are infinitesimally
small and the diffe rent kinds of roug~ss are alternatively arranged. However, from the practical viewpoint, watershed A can be considered as a waters hed of
uniform roughness if the two hrdro~raphs nearly
coincide.

Uniform
and
nonuniform
roughness
in
the
transverse direction can be classified in the same
manner as roughness in the flow direction.
Unifo rm and Nonuniform Roughness of Surfaces
surface

m• 2

response to identical rainfall inp\.lt.
Consider
bydrographs from t wo watersheds, A and B, which are
identical except that watershed A bas nonunifo rm
roughness and watershed B has unifo~ r• uahness. Fro.
these t wo hydrographs we can obtain the following
index of goodness-of-fit,

Figure 1- l. Uniform and nonuniform roughness patterns
in the flow direction: (1) uniform; (2)
increasing Manning roughness coefficient
i n flow direction; (3) decreasing Manning
roughness coefficient in flow direction;
(4) alternating (checkered) patterns;
(5) irregular variation.

The uniformity of roughness of a
classified as follows:

(C ) NFUT

:/:.':.
V
(8) UFNT,

is

UFUT, meaning uniform roughness in the flow direction
and the transverse direction.
UFNT, meaning uniform roughness in the flow direction
and nonuniform roughness in the transverse
direction.
NFUT, meaning nonuniform roughness in the flow
direction and uniform roughness in the transvers e
direction .
NFNT, meaning the plane has nonuniform roughness in
both directions .
This study uses data from an experimental
watershed of conic section. Spatial variability was
accomplished by utilizing two surface roughnesses--a
smooth butyl surface and the butyl surface covered
with gravel, subsequently called t he butyl and gravel
s urfaces.
Schematic drawings of the experimental
watershed configurations are s hown in Fig. 1-2. Some
of the nonuniform arrangements of ro.ughness surface
a re systematic while the others are random.
Equivalent Uniform Roughness
Figure 1-3,
Equivalence of two wate rsheds with identical
boundaries can onl·y be defined i n terms of their
2

Goodneas-of-fi t measure:o, for two hydrographs from uniform and ponuniform roughness watersheds.

It is conceived in this study that an equivalent
uniform roughness exists for a watershed with nonuniform roughness if the hydrographs from both configurations are equivalent for identical rainfall excess
patte rns. Hydrographs will be considered equivalent
when (1) the goodness-of-fit, G, is greater than Ge'

For UFNT surfaces, it is assumed that the lateral
flows will occur since the roughness is not uniform in
the transverse direction and the differences in resulting water depths will create then a lateral water
s urface gradi ent. The factors affecting uniformity of
roughness are the same as those in NFUT surfaces.
When only one dimensional flow is considered, the
outflow hydrograph from a UFNT watershed of conic
section composed of numerous sectors is equivalent to
the combination of hydrographs produced by two sectors
of different roughness surfaces. The domai n of equivalent unifonn roughness is bounded by the curve of two
elements as shown in Fig . 1-4 regardless of th·e number
of elements. However, i n the actual situation, it is
postulated that lateral flows will occur and its
effect becomes more significant as the size of sectors
becomes smaller or the number of sectors inc reases.
Because of mixing of flows from two roughness surfaces, the apparent uniformity of roughness is improved and the domain area increases as the number of
elements increases.

andi (2) the ratio of difference between hydrograph
peaks to the peak of the uniform waters hed is less
than Pe' where Ge and Pe are the c riteria to be used
for defining equivalent uniform roughness and will be
determined i n this investigation.
The equivalent
uniform roughness may be determined from experiment or
by simulation of hydro graphs by mathematical models.
However, determination by experiment is very t i me
consuming and expensive and simulati on of hydrographs
by mathematical models is a convenient way to work.
Consider a watershed composed of elements of two
kinds of roughness, described by Manning's coefficients n1 and n2 . An element is defined in this study
as a subarea of the watershed which has a defined
shape and its surface roughness can be assumed as
approximately or truely uniform over it. For NFUT
surfaces, the flow is one dimensi onal because of
uniform roughness in the transverse direction. The
factors determining whether or not an equivalent
uniform roughness exists are: (1) difference between
two roughnesses, (2) relative area of two roughness
surfaces, and (3) size of elements. The domain of
equivalent uniform roughness with respect to those
three factors is shown schematically in Fig. 1-4.
With only two elements an equivalent uniform roughness
can exist only if n ~ n or the relative area of one
1
2
roughness is too saall to affect the total hydrograph.
The locus of points represented by n tn2 = 1 obviously
1
defines a region of equivalent uniform roughness as do
the left and right boundaries in Fig. 1-4. For a
certain area ratio of two roughness surfaces, water
flows through the alternate roughnesses more frequently and the hydrograph becomes equivalent to the hydrograph of a uniform surface when the number of elements
is greater. The domain of equivalen·t uniform roughness is enlarged as the number of elements increases.

It should not be expected often that a natural
watershed would have a UFNT surface with numerous
small elements of various roughnesses. When the size
"of elements is not small and the effect of lateral
flows is not significant, the outflow hydrographs from
UFNT surface can be easily simulated by a combination
of hydrographs from various ele.m ents. In contrast,
NFUT-like surfaces often occur in natural watersheds
and the simulation of hydrographs is more complicated.
1.3 Scope and Objectives
Numerical methods for solutions of the kinematic
wave equations for overland flow have been used extensively for simulating watershed outflow hydro graphs.
Before presenting the analysis of these methods, the
hydraulic resistance laws are discussed. Alternative
two- and three-parameter models for hydraulic resistance are proposed and are tested for their goodnessof-fit by comparing simulated hydrographs with observed hydrographs. Experimental data from the RainfallRunoff Experimental Facility at Colorado State
University are used for these tests. Finally, the
two-parameter model is selected as most feasible for
the simulation of hydro graphs. The. methods of parameter estimation for watersheds with spatial variability of roughness are developed. The objectives of
these investigations are:

(i)

To select the simplest hydraulic resistance
model that adequately describes overland
flow for a watershed with uniform roughness
in the flow direction and in the transverse
direction (UFUT),

(ii)

To develop criteria for determining the
existence of an equivalent uniform roughness
for a watershed with nonuniform roughness
and to develop techniques to estillate the
parameters for the equivalent unifom roughness, and

(iii)

To develop •ethods for the application of
the IIDOdel to natural watersheds·.

..
n,

0o

•t.

100
of Areo with RouQhness n1

... < ••
n1 and n1 ore Mannin9'1 n of Two
Roughness Surfac.e s

m is the Number of Elemenu

Figure 1- 4. Schematic diagram of domain of equivalent
uniform roughness.
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Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Analytical Models of Hydraulic Resistance on a
Uniform Surface

2

v- ~
Jv

Plane Surface
Re

Many researchers have discovered that three flow
regimes--laminar, transitional laminar-to-turbulent,
and turbulent--exist in flows over relatively smooth
pl ane surfaces . These regimes are often distinguished
from one another by discontinuit ies in curves which
show the relationship between the Darcy-Weisbach
friction coefficient, f, and the Reynol ds number, Re.

.&!6.
cv

f = 24

with c =a constant, R =the hydraulic radius of flow
passage, v = the kinematic viscosity, g the gravitational acceleration, and S the slope of energy
gradient.

=

v2
SgR

chezy

v

Hanning

v = 1.486 R2/3 5 1;2
n

=

= C./RS

(2-2)

(2-3)
(2-4)

(2-9)

Several investigators studied the transition from
laminar to turbulent flow in an open channel with
smooth boundaries . The critical Re bas a considerable
variation, from 300 to 1500.
Apparently, other
factors besides the Reynolds number i nfluence the
upper limit for viscous type flow, and the change is
from a laminar to an intermediate regime .father than
to a strictly turbulent regime (Kruse, et al., 1965 ;
Parson, 1949). The transition regime is intermediate
between the laminar and turbulent regimes, and t he
relationship between f and Re is rath.er unstable. In
general, the range of Re for the transitiona l regime
for rough surfaces is wi der than for saooth surfaces.
Chen (1976) showed f = C/Re is applicable up to Re =
104 for flow on natural turf surfaces which is equivalent to laminar flow .

=

Host
investigators
have
related
the
Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient to the Reynolds
number. The Reynolds number equation is:
v

c

Re

In the turbulent flow tegime, the effect of t he
Reynolds number is smaller than in laminar regi.me, as
the relative roug.h ness becomes i mportant. For low
relative roughnesses (k/y small) and fixed rigid
boundary conditions, Hanni ng's n becomes practically
independent cf the water depth in the full turbulent
regime. For a COIIIJiaratively high relati ve rcughness
of the fixed rigid boundary condit1on, the friction
coefficient is pri marily a function of relative
roughness.

with f
the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, C
Chezy's coefficient, V =the average velocity, and n =
the Manning roughness coefficient. Actually, the
Chezy formula has the same form as the Darcy-Weisbach
formula.

Re = Y!

:::::

with C = a constant depending on roughness, crosssectional shape and channel slope. 'Theoretically,
C ;:; 24 for a wi de, smooth-bed channel.

The resistance to uniform turbulent flow is often
expressed by one of the following equations:

s =f

(2-7)

Many investigators have shown the Darcy-Weisbach f in
laminar flows to be
f

Darcy-Weisbach

(2-6)

(2-8)

Re

(2-1)

=

s = 3vV
2
gy

with y = the water depth, equivalent to R. By equating Eq. (2-6) to Eq . (2-2) and making a substitution
in Eq. (2-7) the following relation i 5 obxained:

The theoretical equations of uniform laminar flow
in open channels , in pipes and betwe~~ two plates have
t he same form:

v =

=~
v

or

(2-5)

Because of difficulties in defi ni ng the hydraulic
r adi us of flow passages over or through grass or
stems , the water depth, y, has also been used instead
of t he hydraulic radius, R, in the relationshi p between f and Re for overland flow. Since the basic
approximation made in • :1e kinematic wave equation for
overland flow is that the energy slope is equal to the
bed slope, the bed slope is used for the energy slope
i n flow equations .

The upper limit of flow equivalent to laminar
flow can be defined in terms of the Reynolds number
for which the relationship f(Re) start s to deviate
fro• f = C/Re. It is called the critical Reynolds
number. To t he left of the discontiquity, the flow is
equivalent to laainar; to the riaht, the flow is
tranaitional, a aizture of la.minar aqd turbulent. The
flow with Re ezceeding the upper bound of the transitional regime is then fully developed turbulent flow.

Numerous studies of hydraulic resistance in open
channel and overland flow have been 1113de . The equations for steady unifor111 l811inar flow and for t he
Reynolds number on smooth surface, wide open channels
are:

The following relationships are valid for open
channel turbulent flow if Manning's equation is used:

4

1.1 for the staggered array and 0.77 for the parallel
array when spacing was ten times the cylinder di ameter.

Re

=~ . l
v

and

f

Rel/5

v

For a surface with unsubmerged obstructi ons the
hydraulic r esi stance force whi ch must be equal t o the
downslope water weight component consists of bed surface res i stance force and drag f orce due to cyl i nders.

1.486 y5/3 Sl/2
n

= _lg_

'

(-n-) 9/5

} 15 1. 486

5 1/

10

Porous Medi um Flow

( 2-10)

For flow over a constant slope, f is proportional to
Re-l/ 5 , therefore, the f vs Re line on log- log paper
has a slope of - 0.2.

A s chematic relationshi p of f vs Re is shown i n
Fig. 2-1. This is the model for laminar-turbulent
flow on a plane with two parameters, C in f = C/Re and
Rc, with Rc the Reynolds number of the transition.
This model has been used by many investigators to
s i mulate hydrographs for overland flow. For the Chezy
equati on, f is constant in the turbulent regime.

Henderson and Woodi ng (1964) sugges ted that
overland flow over an impermeable surface would be included i n one of the following three cases:
(1)
l aminar flow, (2) turbulent flow, and (3) flow in a
porous medium.
The flow passing through c losely
growing plants may res ~ble type ( 3). They noted that
in flow over c l i pped turf, the flui<.' moti on near the
base of the plants may qualitatively resemble .ype (3)
while t he motion above tbe plants may be be·tter described by either type (1) or (2). Because of high
hydraulic resistance , porous media flow will rarely
reach turbulent range. For a uniform porous medium,
the hydraulic radius of flow passage, R, in Eq. (2-1)
is a constant regardless of water depth, y . If the
• energy gradi ent i s approximated by the bed slope for
overland flow, the veloc ity is constant and the
Reynolds

number,

~
, is proportional to the water
v

depth, y. When y is substituted for R in Eq. (2-2)
the Darcy-Weisbach coefficient, f, is also proportional to the water depth, y. The relationship of f vs Re
will be a straight line with one to one i ncreasing
slope on log-l og graph which is completely different
from the relationship f or flow over a hydraulically
smooth plane surface .
R,

loq R.

Two Parameter Statistical Relationship
Figure 2-1 . Relationship f vs Re for f lows on a
plane.

Because of viscosity, the flow in a system is
either laminar or turbulent, or a combination of both.
The selection of the discharge model for the laminar
or turbulent flows, whi ch will be used in the simulation of hydrographs, depends mainly on the range of
the Reynolds number. For the. flow covering a wide
range of Reynolds n1111bers or discharges, both the
laminar and turbulent regimes should be investigated.
The flow equation can be expressed for either laminar
or turbulent flows in the form

Upright Circular Cylinder on a Plane
In studying th~ effect of tall vegetation on flow
and sediment, Li and Shea (1973) proposed a plane
surface with vertical circular cylinders on the plane
as an analogy.
They concluded that the different
patterns or groupings of tall vegetation have a signifi cant effect on retardation of flow rates and
sediment yields. Equations for the wake spread and
decay derive d by Petryk (1969) and the linear superposition of velocity effects were used to obtain the
mean drag coefficient of individual cylinders among an
array of cylinders in an open channel. The equation
obtained for t he drag force is

(2-12)
with Q = the unit width discharge, h = the equivalent
water depth (water storage expressed in depth), m =a
constant of 3 for the laminar flow and 1.5 (Chezy) or
1.67 (Hanning) for the turbulent flow in a wide open
channel and 1. 0 for the porous media flow, and a = a
coos tant depending on slope, surf ace roughness and
shape of cross section.
For the flow at a plane
surface, the m value can be fixed in both the laminar
or turbulent flow with only a parameter, a, remaining.
However, if t he flow of int erest is mainly in the
range of transition or combination of the laminar,
turbulent and porous media flow, the m value is between 3.0 and 1.0, and it cannot be fixed in advance.
Equation (2-12) is a two-parameter 111odel with two
unknown para•eters, a and m, which are statistically
estimated from the observed hydrographs of a watershed.

(2-ll)
i n which Fi = the drag force for the cylinder at the
i th row, Ci = the computed mean drag coefficient at
the

i th

row,

p = the water density, V = the mean
0

velocity, d = the diameter of cylinders, and y = the
water depth.
In deriving t his equation, the drag
coefficient for a single cylinder, Cd' was assumed to
be 1 .2, which i s the drag coefficient for the range of
3
the Reynolds number of 8 x 10 to 2 x 105 . The results showed that C. for a high order of rows (beyond

2.2

Izzard
(1944) concluded fr011 a series of
experiments that C for shallow flows over paved and
turf s urfaces
departs significantly
from the

l.

the order of seven) tended to be a constant.

Experimental lnvestiaation

It was

5

theoretical value of 24. With a paved surface, he
found values for C other than 24, such as 27, 40 and
58, for various bed slopes and rainfall intensities
tested. For a turf (Kentucky Blue grass) surface, he
obtained C as high as 10,000, which is a few hundred
times greater than values for paved surfaces.

coefficient-Reynolds number relations~p for the flow
over the turf at different depths, whe~ there was only
a partial submergence of surface efements. The relative water depth (y/d, y = the m~an depth, d = the
representative length dimension of the flow passage
between leaves) influenced the friction coefficient in
the laminar range, namely the friction coefficient
increased with an increase of the relative water depth
for a constant Reynolds number. For a constant depth
of laminar flow, the product C fRe was not constant,
but decreased as Re increased. This r esult mighL be
explained by postulating changes in the boundary
geometry which means that the flexible elements respond to changes in mean velocity. The c~itical
Reynolds number at the upper limit of laminar flow
ranging from 100 for y/d in the range 1. 39-1 .43 to 750
for the maxi11um y/d of 4.68-4.71.

Woo and Brater (1961) studied the effect of
channel slope on C. For a masonite surface, with ll
channel slopes ranging from .001 to .006 tested, the
C values obtained were all approximately equal to
30.8. However, for a glued-sand surface, C increases
with an increase of the slope. They also analyzed the
data of the Corps of Engineers Laboratory in Vicksburg,
Mississippi, for various packed-sand and cement surfaces and found that the finest sand surface acts as a
very smooth surface with C = 24, whereas C for the
other six sand surfaces are larger than 24, with the
largest C being for the roughest sand surface. The
ranges of critical Reynolds number were 400 to 900 for
the masonite surface, 400 to 800 for the sand surface,
and 500 to 1000 for the Vicksburg data. This range
varied inversely with the slope.

=

Chen (1976) conducted a serie~ of experiments in
the laminar range for flow on surfaces with a maximum
density of Kentucky Blue grass and on surfaces with a
JDaximum density of Bermuda grass. The bed slope
ranged from .1 percent to 1:1.5. The value of f for
laminar flow on the turf surface is 11 few orders of
magnitude higher than the value of f on the glued-sand
surface. A best fitting line for each slope was drawn
through data points to parallel the theoretical line
of f
24/Re. The relationship between C and S for a
given turf was drawn on log-log paper. It appeared
that a straight line can be fitted. The f value
increases with an increase of bed slope. The friction
coefficient for shallow flow over ~e natural surface
662
was expressed as f
510,000 s·
/Re.

Emmett (1970) conducted experiments on a smooth
plane surface of uniform sand-grain roughness with a·
median grain diameter of .50 millimeters in a laboratory flume with adjustable slope. From the flow
experiments without artificial rainfall, he concluded that extremely shallow uniform flows were
characterized by laminar flow at Reynolds numbers of
less than 350 (or somewhat greater) and turbulent flow
at Reynolds numbers higher than 1,500 (or somewhat
smaller). A transitional flow exists between the
laminar and turbulent flows. For laminar flow with
constant slope, the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, f,
decreases inversely proportional witb an increase of
Reynolds number, Re.
For the turbulent flows, f
decreases only slightly with an increase in Re which
agrees with the Manning equation. Absolute resistance
to flow depends on the magnitude of relative roughness
of flume surface.
For shallow flow depths, with
uniform simulated rainfall over the flume, all flows
were in the laminar regime as defined by the Re criterion established for the uniform flow tests without
rainfall. However, the flow was not truly laminar,
because of the effect of falling raindrops. For
disturbed flow compared to uniform flow, Emmett found
the falling raindrops roughly double the resistance to
flow.

=

=

Kowobari, et al. (1970), by using different
arrangements of 3/32 and 9/32 inch diameter upright
aluminum rods on a 44 ft long by 18 inch widtb flume,
studied the relationship of the Manning's resistance
coefficient to the size of roughness elements, the
pattern of arrangement and the density of rods. The
depth of flow in the channel was such as to keep the
roughness element unsubmerged for a better understanding of the retardation for flow through upright rods.
They concluded that the resistance to flow decreases
with an increase of the discharge under smooth channel
conditions, but that it increases with an increase of
the discharge when the channel coatains the roughness
elements. The Reynolds number in this experiment
ranged from 700 to 20,000.

Kouwen and Unny (1973), using flexible plastic
strips to simulate a vegetated open channel, studied
the variation of relative roughness with respect to
the stiffness of vegetation. Two widths of the plastic strips were 0.5 em and 0. 75 em. In experiments
with the 0.5 em plastic strips the space between these
strips was 0. 5 em, while the space between the 0.75 em
plastic strips was 0. 75 em. Spaces between the rows
were 2.0 and 3.0 em, respectively. Three basic flow
regimes: erect, waving, and prone, were observed. In
the erect regime the plastic strips were erect and
stat ionary; in the waving regime the strips underwent
a waving motion; in the prone regime the strips were
bent over. The plot for the erect and waving regimes
of the Darcy-Weisbach f versus Re show that f is
mainly a function of the relative roughness, being
independent of Re. For k/y = 1 (k = the deflected
height of roughness elements, y =the normal depth), f
was about 35 for the experiment range of Re between
1000 to 3000.

From the above literature review, the previous
investigators obtained, in general, f ·Re = constant,
which is valid for the laminar flow in wide open
channels. However, C ~ f·Re increases with an increase of roughness. Woo and Brater · ( 1961) showed
that C increases with an increase of the channel slope
for the flow over glued-sand surfaces, wbi le Chen
(1976) showed the same phenomena for the flow over
turf surfaces. All the previous investigators used
the water depth for R in the Darcy-Wei.sbach equation
and the Reynolds equation (Eqs. 2-2 and 2-5). Most
flows on turf surface are in laminar ~nd transition
regimes. Only the experiment cond11cted by Kowobari,
et al. (1970) for a surface with rigi~· upright stems
showed that the resistance to flow i L.:reases with an
increase of the discharge. This is reasonable if the
upright eleme·nts are not flexible.

From experiments on steady uniform flow over a
simulated turf surface Phelps (1970) found a marked
dissimilarity
between
the
friction
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2.3 Kinematic Wave Theory

ah
ahm
at + a
= i(x, t)

ax-

Theory and Analytical Solution for the Rectangular
Plane

or
ah + ambm- 1 ab _
at
ax -

As shown in Fig. 2-2, a plane of unit width,
length L , and slope S , receives rainfall at a rate
0

(2-17)

·c

1 X'

(2-18)

t).

0

i(x, t) per unit area, which is a function of distance
x and time t. Water is infiltrating at the rate i (x
r

The total differential of b(x, t) is

'

dt at
ah + dX ah
ax = db .

t). The net lateral inflow is q(x,t) = i(x,t) ir(x,t). For simplification of analysis, i is assumed
constant, with experiments conducted for an impervious
plane. In this case, the lateral inflow is a constant
i. Flow is assumed to be one-dimensional, and the
dependent variables are the local mean velocity, V,
and the local depth, b. The continuity and momentum
equations are
ab + a(Vb) = i (x, t)
at ax-

It may be assumed that the flood wave is composed
of infinitesimal discontinuous surges (Chow, 1959),
and the values of ah;ax = 0/0 and 3h/at = 0/0. The
characteristic equations are
(2-20)

(2-13)

and
db = 1. ( x,
dt

av + v av
ah
cv-v.e>
at
ax + g ax = g(So -Sf) - i(x, t) - b-

(2-14)

)

(2-21)

=

when the downward momentum introduced by rainfall is
negligible, and the velocity component of the rainfall
in the x-direction is assumed to be zero. The usual
basic asswnptions, that the sine of the slope angle,
e, is approximately equal to the tangent and that the
velocity distribution coefficient, p, is equal to one,
are also applied herein.

J

t

Let us consider the simple case of a spatially
invariant rainfall on an i mpervious surface, beginning
at a constant rate, i, at time t = O, and continuing
until an equilibrium condition is reached, and boundary conditions of h(O, t)
0 and h(x, 0)
0. The
discharge equations for the rising limb of the hydrograph and at the equilibrium can then be obtained by
integration as (Woolhiser, 1975)

with Sf= the friction slope, and v1 = the x-component
of the velocity of the lateral inflow. Vt is zero

Rainfall i(

(2-19)

=

L

Q

- ) 1/m = t
= a(it)m ; 0 < t < (-o
e
.m-1
a1
(2-22
L

~ t )

(-o-)1/m < t < t
.m-1
o
a1

l l II Ill l I'll l I II II

i n which L 0 = the length of the plane, Q = the outflow
discharge per unit width, te = time to equilibrium,
and to = duration of rainfall . The hydrograph of the
recession from the equilibrium can be found by assuming that at some time, t 0 > te, the inflow ceases.
The relationship between discharge and time for the
recession becoroes
m-1
Figure 2-2. Definition sketch of overland flow on a
plane.

Q - iL + i mal/mQ

(t - t

0

)

=

0

t

0

< t.

(2-23)

When the duration of rainfall is shorter than the
equilibrium time, a partial equilibrium hydrograpb
results. Supposing t hat rainfall begins at rate i at
t = 0, and continues until t = D, the relationships
between discnarge and time are (Woolhiser, 1975)

In the kinematic wave approximation of overland
flow all terms in the momentum equation, except the
term'· involving the bed slope and friction slope, are
assumed to be negligible. Equation (2-14) then becomes

=

(2- 15)

Q a(it)m;

If the bed slope is constant, the friction slope over
the plane must also be constant. Then the unit width
discharge and the velocity equations can be written as
Eq. (2-12),
and

111

0

0 < t <D

L (iD)l-m
0
D<t<D+_::
--am

m-1

Q - iL0 + imal/mQ -;- (t-d) = 0 ; D +

(2-16)

D
m

(2-24)

L (iD)l- m
0

am

_!! <t
m

The above equations are for the case in which 6 and m
are constant over the plane and invariant for all
depths.

Equation (2-16) can be substituted in Eq. (2-13) to
produce a partial differential equation with one
dependent variable
7

Numerical Methods for Solving the Kinematic Equation
and Its Application on. a Conic Section

If Q and t obtained from experimental data are plotted
on logarithmic graph paper, a and m can be obtained
graphically.

Although the kinematic wave equations can be
solved analytically for constant values of a and m,
numerical solutions are more convenient when i, a and
111 are not cons tants over the area and time.
Kibler
and Woolhiser (1970) compared three finite-difference
schemes, namely single step Lax-Wendroff, upstream
differencing, and Brakensiek's four-point implicit
schemes, for the kinematic wave equations with the
input pulse duration equal to the time to reach equilibrium on the two-plane cascade . Tbe result showed
that the second-order Lax-Wendroff method gives the
best approximation. For experimental watersheds or
plots that have geometries other than a plane, the use
of the kinematic cascade to simulate surface runoff
may also be applied. Kibler and Woolhiser (1970)
compa red the kinematic cascade solution with the
kinematic solutions for a conic section by using the
second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme. In approximating
the converging section, two variables, the number of
rectangular cascade planes, n, and the number of 6x
increments in each plane, B, were used (Fig. 2-3).
The examination showed that the error index decreased
as nB increased for any n, but t>Qat very little
accuracy was gained by increasing nB kom 15 to 20.
In general, the results indicated that the kinematic
cascade approach effectively reduces the geometric
complexity and accurately simulates the overland flow
derived from rather complex shapes.

For experimental watersheds or plots, geometries
are usually other than a plane, the hydraulic resistance model bas a complex form and the rainfall excess
rate is time-varying. The rising hydrograph and the
equilibrium detention are, therefore, very compl ex and
optimization techniques must be utilized for parameter
estiaaation. In this method the hydraulic resistance
model is assumed and starting parameter valu:es are
estiaaated. Equation (2-18) is then solved numerically
and an objective function is evaluated. The parameters
are then adjusted by some optimization scheme until
the objective function is minimized.
Two objective functions which are frequently used
are:
A.

Sum of Squares of Deviations:
n

F

2
= l: [Q0 (i6t) - Qc (iAt)J

(2-26)

i=l
with F = the objective function, with the subscr ipts o
and c referring to observed apd computed discharge,
respectively, and At = a fixed time increment. F is
the function of para.m eters in the hydraulic resistance
model . Mathematically speaking, equal weights are
pl aced on all of the observations. However, since the
absolute difference between the estimated value and
the observed value is usually greater for the ob servation with a greater quantity, in reality , a greater
weight is placed on high flows.
B.

Sum of Square of Logarithms of Deviations:
n
F = I

i=l
Figure 2-3. Cascade approximation of converging
section (after Kilber and Woolhiser,
1970).

=

n
!

[log(Q {i6t) - log(Qc (iAt))J
0

2
(2-27)

[log Qo(i6t))2
Qc(iAt)

i=l
This second objective function transfers the
difference between the observed and calculated discharge to their ratio. The estimated errors on all
points are more nearly equal in percentage than in
absolute values. This ia desirable when the s1.all
observed values are equally as important as the large
values.

2.4 Parameter Estimation Techniques
111

If the two-parameter model, Q = ah , is effective
over the plane watershed, i.e., a and m are constant
through the flow direction, the values of parameters
can be easily estimated from exper iments (Woolhiser,
1975).
The steady-state detention storage can be
measured experimentally by integrating the measured
recession hydro graph. The mean detention depth, h ,
can be also analytically expressed as:

For the hydrograph study, the flood peak may be
more important than the low flows . Therefore, the sum
of squares of devi ations is often used for t he objective function.

(2-25)

Ibbitt
(1970)
reported
nine
optiDization
.echniques applicable to hydrologic models. He concluded that Rosenbrock's method (1960) was the best to
use. This method is an iterative procedure in which
small steps are taken during the search in orthogonal
coordinates.
Instead of continually searching thecoordinates corr espondi ng to t he directions of the
independent variables, an improvement of the search is
made after one cycle of coordinate search, by lining
the search directions up into all' orthogonal system,
with the overall st.ep of the previous stage as the
first building block for the new search coordinates.

Substituting measured detention storage for h
and using the assumed value of m in Eq. (2-25), a can
be obtained.
Tbe a and m can also be simultaneously estimated
from the rising hydrograph from a plane surface for a
constant lateral inflow rate. Equa tion (2-22) shows
that Q = a(it)m for the rising limb of the hydrograph.

8

Simons and Li (1976) modified Rosenbrock's method
by coupling Powell's unidimensional minimization
(1964 , 1965) and by considering the constrained minimization problems. They noted that the number of

function evaluations for the Rosenbrock's function was
reduced to 30 in their approach in comparison with the
206 function evaluations needed in the original
Rosenbrock's ~e tbod.
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Chapter Ill

THREE-PARAMETER VERSUS TWO-PARAMETER MODEL
FOR HYDRAULIC RESISTANCE
3.1

Three-Parameter, Parallel Channel Model with
Random Widths

Various values of C were plotted against b/y ae shown
in Fig. 3-2, from which the effect of side walls can
be estimated. For example, for b/y = 25, C differs
from 24 by less than 5 percent.

In this section a model of parallel channels with
random widths is proposed as a better physical analogy
of flow over natural vegetated surfaces than the
commonly assumed plane. As a simple approximation,
channels are assumed r andom with a negative exponential width distribution (Fig. 3- 1). Fundamentally,
the Boussinesq equation is used for the laminar flow
In 1868,
and Manning for the turbulent flow.
Boussinesq derived the velocity equation of laminar
flow for smooth surface with respect to x, y coordinates in a rectangular pipe. Because the flow pattern
in a rectangular pipe is symmetrical about the horizontal center line, the Boussinesq equation may be
applied to a rectangular channel of width b and depth
y to obtain the following expression for the average
velocity (Woo and Brater, 1961).
2
V = ~ (l _

y

384

7

3v

b

T

(igure 3-2.

00

:.-

As an example, the following assumptions were
made: S = 0.005, v = 0.00001, L = length of channels
= 1000 ft. The Boussinesq equation is assumed valid
in laminar regime for Re < 600, and the Hanning equation in turbulent regime for Re > 600 (Re = VR/v).
Manning's n for an individual channel is deterDined by
substituting discharge and depth obtained from the
Boussinesq equation at Re = 600 in the Hanning's
equation, and is assumed constant for Re > 600.

~

......

-i-

Variation of C with b/Y (after Woo and
Brater, 1961).

One can use Eq . (3-1) for calculating the
discharge of individual channels with smooth surface
in a set of isolated channels separated by infinitesimally thin walls as shown in Fig. 3-1.

!
1
tanh 2n+l 7tb]
n=l ( 2n+l)S
4
y
(3-1)

. . ..

~

[T

b/Y

Single Rectangular Channel
The f vs Re (•Vy/v) relationships have been
computed in this study for single rectangular channels
with widths of l/5, 1/10, 1/25, l/50, l/100 and 1/200
ft. Results are plotted on a log-log graph paper in
Fig. 3-3 .

Figure 3- 1. Random width parallel channel model.
For a channel of infinite width,
reduces to Eq. (2-6)

Eq.

(3-l)

2

V=~
3v
Woo and Brater (1961) evaluated the
wall effect by

i~~~portance

of side

00

1
tanh 2n+l b
I
ny
4
n=l (2n+l) 5

k = l - 384 I
1T

5

b

(3- 2)
2

V= k~
3v

=

=

with k
l for b
oo and k < l for b < oo.
Eqs. (2-2) and (3-2) gives
_ 24v _ 24 l
f - kVy - k Re =£._
Re

Figure 3-3. Relationship f vs Re for a single
channel.
Equating

For a siDgle channel of l/5 ft width, the channel
is relatively wide fnd the Reynolds numbers Re = Vy/v
are close to Re = VR/v. Since the Hanning equation is
aasu.ed to be valid for Re c VR/v exceeding 600, the
f vs Re curve devi ates fro• the straight line of the
laminar flow regiae at around Re Vy/v = 600. For
the channel of 1110 ft width, even though Re :z: Vy/v
. exceeds 600, Re = VR/v is still less than 600 and the

(3-3)

=

where

c = 24
k

(3:.4)
10

=

transition occurs at about Re
Vy/v = 850.
All
computations have been made up to the depth of .32 ft .
Within this range, all the flows in the channels of
widt h less than l/50 ft are laminar. Because of the
narr'ow width of channels, the velocity increases much
more slowly with an increase of the depth . For high
Reynolds numbers, V is almost constant with an i ncrease of y. This is the reason why the friction
factor f = 8gSy/V2 increases with an increase of y at

showing a large variation of depths, ranging from
0. 0277 ft to 0. 370 ft. Figure 3-4 shows the limit
Reynolds number of around 2,000. At this point, f
i nc reases rapidly to high values with an increase of
Re.
A certain period after rainfall starts, the
larger channels attain equilibrium ·c onditions, with a
constant depth after that, while in the small channels
t he water depths are still rising.
Increases of
depths and cross section areas of small channels
decrease the average velocity, since high velocities
of large channels keep constant. The increase of y
compensates in Re = Vy/v for the decrease of V, andRe
is almost constant. However, for the Darcy-Weisbach
equation, f = 8gSy/V2 , V decreases as y increases,
causing a rapid increase of f.

high Reynolds numbers.
Model of Isolated Parallel Channels
The relationships of f vs Re are obtained from
the rising limb of bydrographs of 100 random-width
channels by using the kinematic wave equation. Rainfall intensity, i, is assumed to be constant and equal
to 1 in/hr. The distribution of the width is assumed
to be a negative exponential,
fB (b)= Ae-bA ,

11 8 =

t (ft)

10
f
10

for t < t

10°

.
eq1

10''

2
10
10°

Figure 3-4.

(3-6)

then, Q.t = f(y.t, b.), where f is given by Boussinesq,
1

1

l

Eq . . (3-1) if Re = VR/v < 600 or by the Manning Eq. th
(2-4) i f Re > 600. The subscript "it" is for the i
chaanel at time t; the subscript "eqi" is for the
equilibri um of flow in the i th channel.

=i

The equili- ·

(3-7)

b. L.
1

Since Q . is known, y . can be determined from the
eq1
eq1
flow equ.ation. Time to equilibrium is teqi = Yeqi/i,
and the depth and discharge will be constant after the
time of equilibrium. For determining f and Re at time
t, the following equations are used.
100
! bi yit
i
yt =
100
! b.
1
i

100
Qt = ! Qit,
i=l

8gSYt

f

= --::-2
vt

,

Re

101

Relationship f vs Re for r1s1ng
hydrographs of isolated channels, with
A = the parameter of negative exponen1
tial distribution (ft- ).

Because tbe large difference in depth as shown
for the model of isolated parallel channels does not
seem appropriate, it is assumed th.a t the channels are
interconnected with the shallow flow passing through
the spaces be:tween gravel, grass or through rills. If
a set of parallel channels with negative exponentially
distributed widths but of the same water depths is
assumed, then for y = tbe equal water depth for all
the channels and Q = f(y, bi), f is that given by the
1
Boussinesq, E~- (3-1), if Re = VR/v < 600, or by the
Manning, Eq. (2-4), if Re > 600, and

Q ::
vt

=

10 2

Model of Parallel Channels with Equal Water Depths

brium discharge in the itb channel is then
Q .
eq1

1

(3-5)

One hundred random values are considered sufficient
for simulating a negati ve exponential distribution.
This distribution seems well fitted, since wi dths of
natural rills or spaces between obstructions for a
natural vegetated watershed have high densities of
small widths. The average velocity V and the average
depth y of 100 channels at outlets are used in calculating f and Re. The analytical soluti on of kinematic
wave equations for the rising limb of hydrographs
gives:
Yit =it,

2

Qt
100
yt ! b.1
1

100
:I: Q.
i=l l.

v=

g
100
y ! b.l.
1

f = ~
v2

vt Yt

--v

and

Re = Vy
v

The relationships of f . to Re for A = 5, 10, 25,
Sv , 100 and 200, or the mean width of 1/5, 1/10, 1/25,
1/50 , 1/100 and l/200 ft are plotted on the log-log
graphs as shown in Fig. 3-5.

Therefore, a series of f vs Re can be determined for
different times t. The A's of the negative exponential distribution are assumed to be 5, 10 , 25, SO, 100
and 200, and mean widths 1/5, 1/10, 1/25, l/50 , 1/100
and 1/200 ft, respectively. The computed results are
plotted in Fig. 3-4. To vi sualize the differences in
depth between channels , the water depth in each
channel for A= 100 at t = 16,000 sec is computed,

Because of the assumption of a.n equal water depth
in all channels, the average velocity i ncreases with
an increase of y. At tbe high Reynolds nwabers, f inc reases with an increase of Re, but with no rapid increase of f in comparison with the f curves obtaiaed
for the rising limb of hydrographs in case of the
model of isolated channels. The curves do not
11

i.
I

cylinders, p = the water density, V0 = the mean velocity based on channel flow area, and d = the diameter
of cylinders . By assuming that the drag coefficient
for a single cylinder, cd~lZ, Li_ and Shen (1973)
obtained the mean drag coefficient Cd , for an array
of cylinders. I t was 1 . 1 for the staggered array and
0.77 for the parcel array. In this trial computation,
the Cd values from the graph of the Cd to Re relationship, as reported in standard text books such as
Schlichting (1968), are used for the wide range of the
Reynolds number. Cd in Eq. (3-11) is determinerl by

Cd =

where l. 0 is the approximate value
between t he parallel array and the staggered array.
Figure 3-5. Relationship f to Re for parallel channel
model of equal water depths, with A= the
parameter of negative exponential distri-1
bution (ft ) .
intersect like those of single channels because of
negative exponential distribution of the channel
width. The curves continuously change in shape from
high A values to low A values. Kowobari's experiment
(1970) on the upright stems showed an increase in the
resistance to flow with an increase in discharge for
the turbulent flow range. Thus, the proposed model is
consistent with his experimental results .

l. OCd/ 1. 2,

The overall Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient
2
2
is f = SgyS/V . By substituting S = f V /8gy in Eq.
0
(3-9), then
F

X

..

A

2
= !8 f pv0

(3- 12)

Similarly,
F

s

!. f pV2

A

(3-13)

s

8

in which V = the velocity of flow through spaces
between the cylinders and fs = Darcy-Weisbach fric-

f vs Re Relationship from Balance of Forces

tion coefficient for the plane surface. Expressing
the density of cylinders as n cylinders per unit
area, the drag force per unit area becomes

In a previous section, the friction law for
parallel channels was derived from the Boussinesq' s
equation for flow in rectangular ducts. To develop a
more general f to Re relationship, the concept of
balance of forces by considering the drag force is
applied in this section.

Fb

l

'A= 2

.;
n cd Po d y

(3-14)

t

. For flow passing through the obstructions at the
surface, a plane surface with vertical cylinders
erected on the plane is assumed. The factors affecting the resistance are the friction of the bed and the
drag on the cylinders. Assuming that these factors
are mutually independent, the sum of these two forces
should be equal to the flow direction component of the
weight of flow mass:

in which At = the area of bed surface including the
area occupied by
f ollows
1

it

2
n:d

(3-8)
Considering

F
X
-A = yyS 0

assumed that
becomes

(3-9)

the

equation, it can be
2
V/Vo = l/(l-nnd /4), the above equation

(3-10)

'b .. l vz
2 cd p 0 d y,
n

(3-11)

for

2
( 1- n ~) 2
4

4nCdd y
nd 2
(1-n 4)

•

(3-15)

8gySo
8gSO 3
f = --=--y
.;
Q2
0

in which A = the area of bed surface excluding the
area occupied by cyl inders , y =the unit volume weight
of water, n = the number of cylinders, y = the watec
depth, S
the ~ed slope , Sf
the plane surface
friction °slope Cd
the mean drag coefficient of

=

continuity

1

f = fs

F
s A- yySf

=

(3-8),

or

with

and

From Eq.

- fpv-(1-n - )
8
0
4

F Downslope Water
F Bed Surface
+
( x)Weight Component = ( s)Resistance Force
(F )Drag Forces
b Due to Cylinders

~~2

cylinders.

then

=

(3-16)
12

in which Q = tbe unit width discharge. With known Q,
f 5 can be obtained from the friction law of a wide

Re

wc
Qt
Qc
wc ... ww = v wc ... ww

:.Y:i • .!L .. l
v

v

v

Ojpen channel flow for smooth surfaces by usin g Re =

2

-

and

Vy/v • Q/v (1-nnd /4), and Cd can be determined by
Cd = l.OCd/1 .2, and Cd from the Cd to Re curve given
i n the text, by using Re = V d/v • Qd/yv.
0

~

v2

log Re = log

'V" -

=

Equation

(3-16) has only one unknown, y, and it can be solved.
The parameter f is determined by substituting y in Eq.
(3-15).
In this test computation, the following
values were used: S = 0.005; n = 2, 5, 10, 20, and
50; v = 0.00001, and d = 1.5/12 ft.
The computational results of the
relationship are shown in Fig. 3-6. The
curves obtained from the balance of forces
similar to those obtained from the
equation.

~

=

f

v2
c

We ... Ww 2
(

.

wc

)

-t

log(W

with
Qc

[-log W
c

c

-t

W )) (3- 17)
w

and

f to Re
shapes of
are quite
Boussinesq

log f =log ~ + 2[-log W
v2
c

-t

log(Wc

-t

Ww)).

c

(3-18)
The first terms at the right sides of Eqs.
(3-17) and (3-18) are log Re and log f of channels
without a consideration of the wall thickness. By
• considering the wall thickness, the f to Re relationship shifts diagonally in the direction paullel to
the slope of 1:2 in log-log paper. Other factors
such as slope, surface roughness, and the Reynolds
number at the transition will also affect the position
of this curve ; however, there will only be a slight
change in the shapes of these curves.
Since the
discharge is often expressed as a function of water
storage in the analysis of overland flow, the effect
of those factors will be discussed i n more detail in
the next section, in which the discharge is expressed
as a function of water storage. The friction coefficient derived for the model in this section will be
compared with data obtained by previous investigators .

Figure 3-6.

Relationship f to Re for balance of force
i n upright cylinders in comparison with
that of the parallel channel model, with
n = the density of cylinders, and A= the
parameter of negative exponential distribution (ft-1 ).

The friction coefficient obtained by using the
approach of parallel channels with an equal water
depth in ch~nnels shows that the friction coefficient
decreases with an increase of the Reynolds number in
the range of low values of the Reynolds number, but
increases with an increase of the Reynolds number in
the range of high values of the Reynolds number.
Many investigators have shown that the friction
coefficients decrease with an increase of the
Reynolds number in the range of low value·s of t he
Reynolds number, but the experimental data presented
by Kowobari, et al. (1970) are the only set t hat show
an increase of the friction coefficient in the range
of high values of the Reynolds number.

Darcy-Weisbach Friction Coefficient
The analysis of the f vs Re relationship by a
balance of forces showed that the model of random
width parallel channels with equal water depths gives
the relationship close to that for the flow passing
through the spaces between obstructions. Furthermore,
a set of curves for the f vs Re relationship (Fig.
3-5), derived from this model, can cover the flow
phenomena from flow on a smooth plane with A = 0 to
flow in porous media with a high value of A. Tbe
mo-del of random width parallel channels with equal
water depths is considered herein as a feasible model.

Experimental data of Kowobari, et al. (1970),
Ree (1939), Ree and Pal•er (1949), and Chea (1976)
are plotted on a graph along with the friction coefficient for the parallel channel approach for comparison
purposes, as shown in Fig. 3-7 . Kowobari, et al.
studied the variation of Hanning's n for a s1a0oth
rectangular channel, fitted with different sizes of
unsubmerged artificial roughness elements. The data
obtained from a square grid spacing of 9'/32 inch
diameter cylinders was shown in their table. The
116
computed n and n/R
were also given. By equating
Manning's equation to the Darcy-Weisbach equation,
the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor can be deteoained.
The f to Re relationahip shows tha t data of Kowobari,
et al. agree with the friction law obtained for the
parallel channel approach.

For application of the model of random width
pa ra llel channels to the natural watershed, the thickness, W, of the walls which separate the parallel
cha.n nels must be taken into account. Assume that
n
the number of channels, Wc
the s1111 of channel

=

=

widt hs,

Ww

= the

SWI

= nW, Qt = the
= the mean discharge

of wall widths

total dis charge in n channels, Qc

per unit width of channels, Q = the mean dis~harge per
unit width of a watershed , including chaADel and wall
widths, Vc
the average ve locity in the channel,

=

V = the average velocity in the watershed
y = depth of flow in channels, then

W. 0. Ree (1939) conducted experiments on flows
in a channel ·w hich had a trapezoidal cross-section
and a slope of 3 percent, lined with the Bemuda

= Q/y, and
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causes the vegetation to bend, when the bending
moment becomes greater than the resistance moment.
With highly flexible vegetation such as Bermuda grass
(leaf blade :height 1" to 4" and flower-bearing branch
hei ght 6" to 12"), bending occurs rapidly. When a
portion of the cross section of the channel is freed
of vegetation obstructions by their bending, the
resistance to flow greatly decreases with the result
that the friction coefficient also decreases sharply.
The f to Re relationship is then the inverse of that
for the rigid obstructions, such as the erected
cylinders.
A good stand of tall green Sericea
Lespedeza, averaging 22 inches height, produces
another type of resistance change. When the depth of
flow becomes greater, therefore, the Reynolds number
also becomes greater, with the coefficient being
h i gher.
As the submergence further i ncreases, the
resistance decreases because of the bending of the
stems. Before the bending of stems takes p l ace, the
phenomenon i s similar to that of flow through cylinders. However, after the bending of stems starts,
the flow phenomenon becomes that of the Bermuda
grass . It is apparent from these results that the f
to Re relationship for vegetation cover ia greatly
affected by t.he height a.nd stiffness of the grass.

I
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Chen's (1976) laboratory experiments on Bermuda
grass, three inches in height showed that the f-value
increases as the bed slope increases, but d-e creases
as the Reynolds number increases . Three representative lines O·f the f to Re relationship are presented
in Fi g. 3-7.

3. LOllg Gre-en Bermuda
LtOYU, 6 to I 2'' L ong
4. 00fmont S t r mudo C ul
to 2 112" Hi9h

Figure 3-7.

The f vs Re relationships for the model
of parallel channels in comparison with
data given by Ree, Kowobari, and Chen;
with S
the slope and A the parameter
of negative exponential distribution
(ft- 1 ).

=

One
can
see
from the
results
O·f
past
investigations that the friction law for turf surfaces
is very complex. Many factors , such as the density,
height, length and stiffness of stems and foilage,
structure of vegetation, degree of bendi ng, frequency
of vibration, and degree of submergence affect their
r esistance law. The f to Re relationshi p curves give
convex or concave curves rather than straight lines.

=

grass sod 12 inches high with 350 stems per square
foot. Five different flow discharges were used in
that study. At the time of the tests the grass was
bent over, forming a loose mat. For the first four
tests, the depths of flow were less than the height
of the grass cover, with. the flow entirely hidden
from view. During Test 5, with. the highest discharge, the flow produced a depth and velocity sufficient to submerge about 30 percent of the cover.
This resulted in a change in hydraulic characterist ics of the test waterway, which. is reflected in
the sudden drop in the Manning n value . From data
shown in th.at paper, the Reynol ds number and the
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor were computed by
2
using equations Re
VR/v and f
8gRS/V , respectively.
Their relationships are reproduced in
Fig. 3-7.

=

Discharge as a Function of Water Storage ana
Factors Affecting the Discharge
Many investigations reveal that overland flow
can be simulated by using kinematic wave theory. In
the kinematic wave equations the friction slope, Sf'
is assumed to be equal to the bed slope, so, which is
constant during the wave passage. The discharge per
unit width is a function of water storage only, i.e .

=

111

Q = ah

•
The ultimate purpose of determining the f
to Re relationship · ia to f ind the relationship bet ween Q and h. with respect to various values of the
Reynolds number. Th.e f to Re relationship shows a
series of ccncave curves, complex for analysis. It
is, therefore, useful to examine the Q to h relations h ip i n order to find a more convenient 11ethod of
analysis.

Ree and Palmer (1949) presented the results of a
study in an outdoor hydraulic laboratory, concerned
principally with the effects of vegetation linings on
the capacity and stability of small channels.
Experiments were carried out with Bermuda grass,
Lespedeza, Sericea Lespedeza and a mixture of orchard
grass .
From the computed Manning n, as shown in
tables of that paper, the Reynolds number and the
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor were computed by using
2
2 1 3
equations Re = VR/v and f = (Sg/1.486 ) (n ;R 1 ),
respectively. The f to Re relationships for dormant
Bermuda grass, dormant Bermuda grass cut to 2- 1/2 in.
high, long green Bermuda grass, and long green Serica
Lespedeza with a bed slope of 3 percent are also
reproduced in Fig. 3-7. Water flowing at a slight
depth through the vegetation encounters the resistance
of stalks, stems and foilage. As d!epth of the flow
i ncreases, the force exerted by the flowing water

Unit Width Discharge versus Water Depth
Figure 3-8 shows the relationships of unit width
discharge, Q, to the actual water depth in channels,
y, for the model of pa rallel channels with the slope
of 0. 005. The upper part of the figure stwws the
relationship for channels separated by walls with
infinitesimal thickness.
When wall thickness is
considered, the series of curves will shift downward
as shown in the lower part of the figure.
Let
Qc = the unit width discharge without considering the
wall thickness, Q = tbe unit
width
discharge
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The Q vs y relationship for the equal
depth parallel channels model, for
S = 0.05, with S = the slope and A = the
paraiDeter of negative exponential distri1
bution (ft- ).

Figure 3-8. The Q to y relationships for parallel
channel model; (a) without considering
wall thickness, (b) considering wall
thickness of 1.5", and (c) comparing
with previoua investigators' data, with
S = the slope, and A= the parameter of
neg!iive exponential distribution
(ft ).
cons idering the wall
widths

of n

channels,

thickness W, Wc = the
Q = QcW/(Wc + nW),

= a constant for A = a constant.
fore, Q/Qc will be a constant for given A.
(We + nW)

SIIGI

and

of

W/

Figure 3-10. The Q vs y relationships for parallel
channels, the average unit width discharge, Q, and t .h e equival ent water
depth, h, are

There-

For parallel channels, without conaidering the
wall thickness, the Q to y rela tionship will tend to
be a straight line with a 45° slope when the discharge is large. The reason for this is that the
velocity tends to be constant in a narrow channel
when the discharge is large. If wall thickness is
considered, those curves will shift downward and the
relationships behave close to the phenomenon of flow
in porous media.
In other words , the model can
represent a wide range of flows between a wide open
channel flow and a porous media flow .

Unit Width Discharge versus Equivalent Water Depth,
and Effect of Wall Thickness
For an analysis by the kinematic wave equations ,
flow discharge as a function of water storage s.hould
be used. The unit width discharge versus the equivalent water depth for the flow with obstruction s is
useful. When the wall t hickness is considered in the
model of parallel channels, the average unit width
discharge, Q, and the equivalent water depth, h, are

wc

Effect of Channel Slope
Q
Previous computations of Q vs y are based on
S = 0. 005.
Since the Rainfall-Runoff Experiment
Facility, for which data we re used i n this study, has
a slope of 0. 05, Q vs y for parallel channels model
was ca.puted for S = 0.05, and shown in Fig. 3-9.
The comparison between the Q vs y rela~ionships for
th.e se two slopes is shown in Fig. 3-10. The increase
of the slope tends to shift the curves. to the left,
narrowing the range of spacing of curves.

= Qc W + nW '

in which Qc

c

and

h = y

w
c

wc
+ oW

= the unit width discharge and y

(3-19)

=the

actual water depth of parallel chaOBels sepa.rated by
iofioitesi•ally thin walls.
On t be log-log scale
graph, the shifting distances for both Q and h are
identical, na~~ely log(W/(Wc + nW) ] . Ae ahowo in
Fig. 3-11 the shapes of Q vs h curves for channels for
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relationship for a rough surface. Assuming that this
is valid , and that the Reynolds number at the transition f rom the laminar t o the turbulent f low is a
constant for all kinds of sur face roughness, the
distance of the parallel shift in horizontal direction
for Q vs y curves can then be estimated. Let f = the
Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient for a smooth
surface, fr = the friction coefficient for a rough
surface, y = the depth of water on the smooth s urface,
and y r = t he depth on the rough surface. For a constant Reynol ds number, Re, or for a constant unit
2
width discharge, Q: f
8gyS/V2
Bgsy3;q and

=

Figure 3-11.

whi ch the
to shapes
thi ckness;
diagonally

The Q vs y relationships for parallel
channels, showing effect of wall
thickness.

=

1 3
y r /y = (f r / f) / . Tbe rati o fr/ f is equal to the
ratio Cr/C, where Cr and C = t he C values in f = C/Re
for the rough and smooth surfaces, respectively.
Therefore, the distance of the horizontal shift
becomes

wall thickness is considered are identical
of curves without considering the wall
however, the positions are shifted downward
at the slope of 45°.

r

= log yr- logy= J1 log(Cr/C).

(3-20)

Effect of Reynolds Number in the Tramsitional Regime ·
Effect of Tortuosity

Previous investigators have shown the various
Reynolds numbers for the transitional regime, i n
general ranging from 100 to 1000. Because of unstable
flow phenomena at the transition, this value at transition cannot be precisely determined. With the model
of parallel channels, two extreme values of the
Reynolds number at transition, namely Rc = ,1000 and

Because of various obstructions on the surface of
a watershed, tortuosity in flows is a general pattern
of natural surfaces .
Since the above considered
channels were straight, the effect of tortuosity on
discharge must be taken into account. If Vt = the

Rc = 100, were used for computation of the Q vs y
relationships. The shapes of curves for these t wo
relationships are similar . The Q vs y relationships
for A = 100, with Rc = 1000 and 100, respectively, are

average tangential velocity, then mean velocity i n the
X direction is given by Vx = VtL/Lt, with Lx = the
distance between the ends of a segment of channel in X
direction and Lt = the length of the tortuous channel.

shown in Fig . 3- 12. The curve, following a parallel
s hift of the curve based on A = 100 and Rc = 1000 to

The mean slope of the channel is given by St = SxL/
Lt , with Sx = ·the slope of the watershed in t he X
direction, and st = the slope alona the tortuous
channel.

the position of the curve based on A = 100 and Rc =
100, i s shown by a dashed line.

The Q vs y curves are derived i n previous
sections for the flow equation in the laminar flow
range, while the Mannina n in the turbulent flow range
is obtained from t he Manning n at the transitional
point. For a wide open channel flow, the curve has
1:3 slope in the l ami nar flow range and 1:(5/3) grade
in t he turbu~ent flow range, with the discontinuity at
Q =ReX v = •600 X 0.00001. A horizontal shift of the
curve of the laminar flow range causes the horizontal
s hift of the curve in t he t urbulent flow range. Let
the laminar flow equation be Q = Vy and V = cy2 s.
The unit width dischar ge in a strai&ht channel is Qx =
3
cy sx, and in the tortuous channel Qx = Vxyt =
Figure 3-12.

The Q vs y relationships for parallel
channels, showing effects of Reynold5
number at transition.

2

3

2

Vt(Lx/Lt)yt = (cytSxLx/Lt) (Lx/Lt)yt = cytSx(Lx/Lt) .
Let Q in both cases be identical, t he ratio of the
tortuous channel water depth, yt, to the straight
2
channel water d;pth, y, is yt/y = (Lt/Lx) 13
The

Since t he slopes of curves for different values
of t he Reynolds number at t he transitional regime are
similar, the change of t he Reynolds number at t he
transition causes only a parallel s hift of curves.

quantity (Lt/Lx) has been called "tortuosity," estiaated as 2. 0 for the isotropic granular ~~aterial in
porous media flow. This value comes froa the stat istical mean direction of flow of about 45° with respect
to the macroscopic direction of flow. The distance of
the horizontal shift of Q va y curve i s, t herefore,
2
log yt - log y
(l/3)log T, with T
(Lt/Lx) . I f
2. 0 is taken a a t he T value, the shift on the log
scale becomes 0.100.

Effect of Surface Roughness
The above computation for the Q vs y relationship
refers to the smooth surface. Several investigators
showed that a parallel sbifting of the log f •s log Re
curves for a smooth surface will also fit the

=
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vel ocity, V, measured by the dye inj ecti on. The
equi val ent water depth, h, was computed by b = Q/ V.
The Q vs h relationship was obtained by the regression
Data of experiments made by Kowobari, et al.
m
(1970), Ree (1939), Ree and Palmer (1949), and Chen
analysis i n usi ng the t wo-parameter model, Q = eth .
(1976) are plotted i n Fi g. 2-8 for the compari son wi th
The experi ments were made with different rai nfall
tbe Q vs y rel ationshi p for parallel channels.
i ntensit ies on a butyl rubber surface, a gravelKowobari 's results show that the parallel channel
covered butyl surface and a concrete rill surface.
model fits well the data at high Reynolds numbers.
The Q vs h relationships are shown in Fig. 3-13. In
However, the parallel channel model does not fit _the
every case, the m value was approximately 1.5, . alturf data well . Chen's data show that the relat~onthough di f f erent a values were obtained for var~ous
rainfall intensities and roughnesses. The observed
sbip Q ay3 is applicable for y in the range of 0.02
data and the Q vs h curve for a concrete rill surface,
to 0.20 ft . It follows that the hydraulic radius, R,
obtained by Brazil, is plotted i n Fig. 3-14. For a
in Q = cR2Sy of the l aminar flow increases with an
trial fit of the parallel channel model to the obincrease of the water depth, so that Q is proportional
served data, the parameters ;\ = 100, V = - . 276, and
H = -1.40 were used. The curve 8 of Fig. 3-14, after
to y3 . The Q vs y curves behave as in the laminar
the vertical and horizontal shifts of the curve for
flow though the Reynolds number, Q/ v , is above 600.
;\ = 100, f i ts the observed data much better than the
This may be due to flows passi ng through spaces bestraight line obtained by assuming a and m as contween the soft leaves of grass such as the Bermuda
grass. For the flow with a high discharge, Ree and
stants inQ = ahm. This means that the three-parameter
Palmer (1949) show that the relationship is much more
model can more precisely model the flow phenomenon
complex. The height and flexibility of l eaves and
over a wide range of discharges than the two-parameter
ste.ms and the degree of bending affect the Q vs y
model. In Fig. 3-13 the Q vs h relationships in
relationship.
• lami nar flow, obtained by Correia (1972) and Brazil
(1976) show discharges greater than theoretically
pos sible for the plane surf ace, as the relati onship
Three- Parameter Model
obtained for a smooth surface by assuming Sf = S0 • In
The unit width discharge, Q, versus the
other words, the velocity on the experimental waterequivalent water depth, b, is a more convenient apshed is apparently higher than for the smooth surface,
proach than the friction law of the f vs Re relationwhile the water depth is smaller than for the smooth
ship in the analysis of overland flow by the kinematic
s11rface. The likely explanations of this phenomenon
wave t heory, and the relationship of Q vs h will be
include: (1) Transfer of downstream direction momenused.
tum due to the raindrop impact, and (2) Concentration
of flow because of an uneven surface. The effect of
As noted, the .curves for a parallel channel model
concentration of flow for the uneven surface has been
ca~ represent all the smooth surface flows between the
described as the effect of wall thickness in the secopen channel and porous media flows. These curves are
tion "Model of Isolated Parallel Channels" . For a
asymptotes to the laminar flow lines in wide open
gravel surface, the effect of concentration is more
channels, with slope of l ; 3 on the log-log graph in
significant than the effect of raindrop impact, or the
the case the flow is s.all; they tend to 1:1 slope for
effect of raindrop impact may be neglected. However,
a narrow channel of a large flow discharge . The model
the effect of raindrop impact on the butyl surface may
can be applied to a flat watershed with obstructions,
be significant, and t herefore must be investigated.
high vegetation or rills. However, the model cannot
The watershed configuration and the sprinkler system
be applied well to'a turf surface . In considering the
used by Brazil were analyzed to de termine whether
effects of wall thickness , tortuosity, Reynolds number
there was a significant raindrop effect in laminar
at transition, and surface roughness, the shapes of
flow in equilibrium for a smooth surface. Brazil made
curves do not change very much; however, their posidye injections at the very top of the plane at points
tions change. The complexity of computations in
9, 15, and 21 meters from the upstream end (third,
estimating the parameters through an optimization
fifth , and seventh sections) of the 30 meter section,
technique makes it almost impossible to estimate so
then evaluated the Q vs h relationshi p for points at
many parameters. Therefore, the number of parameters
the 4.5, 12, and 18 meters from the upstream end .
..must be reduced to as few as feasible. The three
Since the effect becomes more significant for a shalparameters approach is selected, with parameters
low flow, t he test was carried out fo r points at . t he
defined as (see Fig. 3-14):
4 . 5 and 12 meters from the upstream end for van.ous
rainfall intensities. The full momentum equation, Eq.
;\ = the inverse of mean channel width, which
(2-14), was used for the computation of friction
defines the shape of the relationship curve;
S] 'lpe, sf, under the raindrop impact, and Eq. (2-6)
waa 11sed for the co!lputation of velocity at a smooth
V
the vertical shift in the curves with the
surface without the raindrop impact. S1111111ation of
upward shift as positive; and
products of the rainfall intensity and the x-component
of velocity for the lateral inflow from all of the
H = the horizontal shift in the curve, with the
sprinklers in operation was taken as the value iV1 of
right hand shift as positive.
Eq. (2-14) . Rainfall intensity and the x-component of
The observed hydrographs of a speci fied watershed are
velocity for the lateral inflow from each sprinkler
used to estimate these three parameters by an optimiare functions of dist.ance and angle of the sprinkler.
zation technique.
They were evaluated froa data in the test of drop size
distribution for sprinklers (H. E. Holland, 1969).
Correia (1972) and Brazil (1976) worked out the Q
The results show that the effect of raindrop impact on
to h relationship• for an impervious rectangular plane
the Q vs h relationship is not significant and as such
having slope of 0.05 in an experiment with the artifican be neglected. The difference between the bed
cial rainfall produced by sprinklers.
Under the
slope and the friction slope is within 1.5 percent of
steady state condition, the unit width discharge was
the bed slope. The difference between the depths of
calculated by Q = i:x (Fig. 2-2), with the mean
flows with raindrop impact and without it is within
Compari son with Previous Investigati on Data

=
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three-parameter model are not constant and vary with
the depth, b, the schemes used by Kilber and Woo lhiser
(1970) are rewritten as:
(a)
hl+l

J

Figure 3-13. The Q vs h relationships after Correi a
(1972) and Brazil (1976).
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f i gure 3·13.

Single Step Lax-Wendroff Scheme

Upstream Differencing Scheme

The Q vt h relat ionships a ftor
Corre l• ( 1972) and 6ra< 11 ( h 76 ) .

(3-22)
The notations for finite -difference
defined i n Fig. 3-15.
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Figure 3- 15. Notation for finite-diff erence schemes.
Figure 3-14. The Q vs b relationship for concrete
rill surface (Brazil's data, 1976) with
three-parameter model.

The data used for the comparison of models are
taken from the concrete rill surface with rectangular
section 98. 4 ft long and 6. 6 ft wide and a conic
section of 30° r.entral angle with butyl surface
covered with uniformly distributed
gravel of
2
20 lbs/yd (configuration 14). Figure 3- 16 shows the
shapes of the watershed and cascade of planes approximating the conic section for numerical solution of the
kinematic wave equation (see section 2. 3). Experimental facilities and di scharge correction for the
data are described i n Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

0. 6 percent. Apparently, the reason that the Q vs h
relationships in laminar flow exceed the boundary of
relationships for plane surfaces is mainly the concentratiqn of f l ow because of the uneven surface.
3.2 Comparison of Two-Parameter and Three- Parameter
Models
Optimization of Parameters with Two-Parameter and
Three- Parameter Models

In trial optimization computations, Rosenbrock' s
method and Simons and Li's modified method were
tested.
Because of the oscillat ion of objective
functions due to tbe numerical approximation, the
optimization often resulted at t he local minimum of
the objective function. Finall y , the grid method was
used for finding the minimum of the objective function. To obtain a graphical representation of the
response surface the objective functions are obtai~d
and plotted for a cer tain grid of points on a graph,
with axes of parameters to be estimated. Then the
global minimum is determined by search in t he area of
the possible minima.

Two-parameter and three-parameter models are used
herein for finding the best- fit parameters by minimizing the objective function for various watersheds of
this study. An objective function takes into account
the sum of squares of deviations between observed and
simulated hydrographs with a five second time increment. The model parameters should be determined so
that the model can simulate the actu~l hydrographs as
closely as feasible. The observed hydrographs are
used for a comparison with hydrographs simulated by
the model, with the estimated parameters.
Simulation
of
hydrographs
with
estimated
parameters are made by usi ng kinematic wave theory and
a numerical method, namely the second- order LaxWendroff scheme for the interior of each subdivided
plane, and the upstream differencing method for the
downstream end. Since a and m of Q = ahm for the

Twelve hydrographs were selected for each of two
watersheds.
Intensities and durations of rainfall
inputs of the twelve hydrographs are shown in Table
4-1. These twelve hydrographs cover four rainfall
intensities and three rainfall durations. One is a
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to various dep ths are obtained by i nterpolation.
Then, a and m are adjusted for gi ven V and H. During
hydrograph computation, a and m for equivalent water
depth, h (other than 84 selected depths), at each 6x,
were also obtained by interpolation.

I]

~===~-=--=--=--=--=--------~~8-."'.:z~=============~~
(o) Concrete Rilt Section, ReetonQutor

Three-Parameter Hodel
For the three parameters, 'A, V, and H, the
objective functions are plotted on the graph V against
H for fixed values of ~- The best fit parameters are
selected as the set which gives the mi nimum of the
objective function on grid points. Both the sum of
squares of hydrograph deviations and the sum of squares
of peak deviations are plotted on the graph for
comparison.
(1)

Gravel Surface with Uniform Distribution of
20 lbs/yd2 , with 30° Conic Section of 110ft
Radius

Values for the objective function are plotted on
the graphs with V and H as axes for the given 'A
values of 200 , 100, 50, 25, 10, 4, and 0. The examples
are shown i n Fig. 3-17. For a given 'A, the objective
function has a long narrow valley. Comparison of the
graph for hydrograph deviations with that for peak
deviations, shows that the objective func t ion determined from t.he hydrograph deviations gives smaller
val ues when the locations of the valleys on both
graphs meet. A set of V and H with a minimum of the
objective function can be found for each ~value. It
was observed t ha t the graph for A = 25 has a longe r
valley with the lowest value of the objective funct ion. The minimum of the objective function is located at the point of V = -1.8 and H = -0 . 88. Among the
seven assumed 'A, 'A = 25 is the best value . The Q vs h
curve for 'A= 25, V = - 1.8 and H = -0.88, is shown i n
Fig. 3-18. It appears that the Q vs h relationship is
almost a straight line for the main range of discharges in the log-log paper.

Utul. ft

Conic. Setlion

Approa.imotoed Cascade Planes

(b) Conac Secto0<1 and of> Approaomated Cascade Pianos
lor Numerical Solut1on by K1nemotic Wove Theory

Figure 3-16. Rectangular concrete rill section and
conic section with gravel of 20 lbs/
yd2
duration long e nough to produce the equilibrium hydrograph and the other two are the durations which produce only the parti al equilibrium . In order to avoid
unnecessary calculations, the computation of the
equilibrium hydrograph is limited to t he time when the
outflow discharge reaches the equilibrium flow. For
the partial equili brium, the bydrograph is limi ted to
the time during recession when the outflow discharge
reaches one third of the peak discharge. In numerical
computati on for the rectangular section, longitudinal
distance was divided into ten subdivisions (6x). For
the conic section, the watershed was approximated by a
cascade of five rectangular planes and each plane was
divided into three subdivisions (6x). The time increment, ~t, should be withi n the limit of l i near stability which decreases with an increase of the unit
wi dth discharge. In order t o save computer time, two
criteria were used for ~t : (1) to take 90 percent of
the maxi mum allowable ~t, which is r estricted by the
linea r stability criteria of oumerica 1 analysis, and
(2) to ta ke 5 seconds if the value of (1) exceeds 5
seconds.

Because a series of discrete values of 'A are used
in determining the minimum of the objective function,
it is difficult to say definitely whether 'A = 25 i s
the best value; however, it can be said that the best
values of parameters are very close to A = 25,
V -1.8, and H -0 . 88. To determine the minimum of
the objective function with CDC 6400 computer, approximately 200 evaluations would be necessary using 5000
seconds of computer time.

=

=

=

Three of the 12 hydrographs simulated for ~ 25 ,
V = -1.8, and H = -0.88 , are plotted i n Fig. 3-19,
t ogether with the observed hydrographs. The simulated
hydrographs agree very well with the observed
hydrographs.

In the case of i nadequate assumed parameter
values, the rising limb of the hydrograph may increase
rapidly or the peak may be unreasonably hi gh. This
wi ll reduce the magnitude of ~t, and consequently
i ncrease the computational time very much. In order
to avoid unnecessary computation for unreasonable
parameters, the computer program was designed to
terminate computation when the number of time increments exceeds 250.

(2)

Concrete Rill Surface of Rectangular Section,
98.4 ft Long and 6.6 ft Wide

Values of the objective function are plotted on
the graphs with V and H axes for given 'A, 100, 50, 25,
10, 4 and 0, as shown in the examples in Fig. 3-20.
The same procedures as described above are followed in
finding the minimum of the objective function. The
best values of the three parameters found are: A = 0,
V = -1.2, and H = -0.5. The Q vs h curve for these
values is shown in Fig. 3-21. Three of the 12 hydrographs simulated with these parameter values are
plotted in Fig. 3-22 together with the observed hydrographs. The simulated hydrographs agree well with the
observed hydrographs. Around 150 evaluations of

The numerical solution of kinematic wave equations
needs a and m values at each 6x i ncrement for each 6t
i ncrement. For the three-parameter model of parallel
channels, Q vs y relationships for 10 selected 'A
values, ranging from 0 to 300, were computed and a and
m values with respect to 84 various depths , y, were
obtained for each A value. For a given value of A
(other than 10 selected values), a and m with respect
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Figure 3- 18. The Q vs h curves for gravel 30° conic

H

section surface of 20 lbs/yd2 , 110ft
radius and 5 percent slope : (1) threeparameter model , (2) t~o-parameter
model, ~ith F = t he object i ve function
value.

Figur e 3-20.

20

H

Values of objective function of t hreepar amet er model , for concrete r ectangular sect ion r ill surface: ( A) hydrograph deviations, (B) peak devi ations.

relationship is a straight line for the main range of
discharges i n t he log-log paper.
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Values of the obj ective function are plotted on
the semi- log paper with log a and • axes, as shown in
Fig. 3-23. The low values of the objective function
lie on a straight line in t he semi-log paper. This
greatly hel ps in pre-estimating the location of the
minimum. The parameters with a minimum of the object i ve function are a = 1. 23 and m = 1. 22.
The values
of the objective function vs m are shown in Fig. 3-26.
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3- 21. The Q vs h curves for concrete
rectangular section rill surface, 98.4
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slope: ( 1) three-parameter model, (2)
two-parameter model, with F = object ive
function value.
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For obta ining the m1n1mum of the objective
function , 45 eval ua tions of the objective function
were made, using approximately 450 seconds of computer
time.

Run 6

The low values of object ive functions are located
on a s traight line i n the log a vs • graph (Fig.
3- 23). This means that log a and • for the low values
of objective functi on have a linear relations hip and
can be expressed as l og a + m log h = log Q, for
Q; ahm, with Q and h constant. If t he Q vs h relationships for a f aalily of pai rs of a and m, located on
the straight line, are plotted on the log-log graph, a
family of strai ght lines passing t hrough a fixed point
are obtained, as s hown i n Fig. 3-25. The coordinates
of the fixed point i n the example of the watershed
used are Q ; 0.0085 cfs/ft and h = 0.017 ft . In other
words, if a Q vs h l i ne passes through that point, the
computed hydrograph will be close to the observed

0 ~·~
· -~-L~~~~
0

1.3

Values of t he objective function of
two-parameter model , for gravel conic
s~ction surface of 20 lbs/yd2 .

=

•

0 ....·~·..__...._~_....__,___,

2

m

The Q vs h curve for a = 1.23 and m = 1.22 is
s hown i n Fig. 3-18 for comparison with the results of
the three-parameter model . Three of the 12 simulated
hydro graphs with a
1. 23 and m 1. 22 are shown in
Fig. 3-24 together ~i th t he observed hydrographs . The
computed hydrographs agree well with the observed
hydrographs.
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Figure 3- 22. Comparison of hydro graphs simulated by
three-par amete r model with observed
hydrographs, concrete rectangular section rill surface, with I = the rainfal l
intensity, D =the duration of rainfall
and F = the objective f unction value .
objective functions are made , wi th approximately 2300
seconds of compu.t er t i me used. Since 'A = 0, and the
ve r tical shift of the curve is large, t.he Q vs h
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Figure 3-24. Comparison of hydrographs simulated by
two-parameter model with observed hydrographs for gravel conic section surface
2
of 20 lbs/yd .
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The values of the objective function for various
parameters, three samples of the 12 hydrographs simulated by using the best-fit parameters, a= 36.0 and
m = 1. 80, and a family of the Q vs h curves for the
low values of t he objective function are shown i n
Figs . 3-27, 3- 28, and 3-29. The Q vs h curve for the
above best- fit parameters is also s hown in Fig. 3-21
for comparison with the results of the three-parameter
model. The values of the objective function vs m
value are shown i n Fig. 3-26.
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Fifty evaluations are made for obtaining the
minimum of the object ive function using approximately
250 seconds of computer time.

Table 3-1. Comparison between two-parameter and
three-parameter models.
h (It l

0.5

Section :lumber of Numbers of Computer Time Mln1munl of
Objec t i ve
Shape
Paramet ers £valuation
(sec)
Function
~Tota l2
(in ./hr)

Figure 3-25. A family of Q vs h curves having lower
values of objective function of twoparameter model, for gravel 30° conic
2
section surface of 20 lbs/yd with 110
ft radius and 5 percent slope.

---------------- ---

bydrograph. This fixed point decides the location of
the Q vs b curve while the adjustment of m causes the
computed hydrograph to be a best fit for the
hydrograph.
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Figure 3-27. Values of objective function of
two- parameter model, for concrete rectangular section rill surface .
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A family of Q vs h curves having lower
values of objective function of twoparameter model, for concrete rectangular section rill surface 98.4 ft by 6.6
ft and 5 percent slope.

Comparison of Results
Comparison between the computed hydrographs
s imulated by the three-parameter model and by the twoparameter model shows that both are al most equally
good for simulating the observed hydrograpbs, see
Figs. 3-19, 3-22, 2-24 and 3-28. However, the twoparameter model requires substantially less computer
time.
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Run !l

The Q vs b curves of the best-fit parameters
estimated for the three-parameter model show an almost
straight line relationship i n the log-log graph for a
cycle of log scale representing the main range of
discharges of the unit width discharge, as shown in
Figs. 3-18 and 3-21. Comparison of the Q vs h relationships for the three-parameter model and the twoparameter model shows that the deviations between
these relationships on their extremes, which are
outside the main range of discharges, do not significantly affect the hydrograph shapes. Because the main
discharge range covers only a limited segment of the Q
vs h curve and because the curvature for the threeparameter model is small, the Q vs h curve can be
approximated by a straight line which is equivalent to
the relationship for the two-paramete r model.
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From a set of the Q vs h relationships, with low
values of objective functions (Figs. 3- 25, 3- 29), the
location of cu~es on a graph is much more impoctant
than the slope of the curves. Once the location is
correctly assigned, small changes in m do not affect
significantly the hydrograph shape.

300

1 (sec)

Figure 3-28. Comparison of hydrographs simulated by
two-parameter model with observed hydrographs, for concrete rectangular section rill surface, with I ~the rainfall
intensity, D = the duration of rainfall,
and F = the objective function value.

Correia (1972) and Brazil (1976) found the
relationships of Q vs h for rectangular watersheds
using the two-parameter model and the dye-injection
method under equilibrium. In this study, these relationships are determined by using the observed hydrographs. Comparison of results are s hown in Figs. 3-30
23

and 3-31. This study used the concrete rill surface
watershed that was also used by Brazil. The water
depths, h, obtained by Brazil had lower values than
the values obtained in this study. The reason for
departures is likely the concentration of dye in the
rills and the measurement of velocity in dye injection,
which tend to gi ve a velocity higher than the ave rage
velocit y.
In general, the deviations in the · 'Q vs h
rela t ionshi ps for t he low flow rates cause hydrograph
deviations on both its rising and falling limbs.
Ho~o~ever,
the values of low flows for an observed
hydrograph are not reliable . The devices used mainly
for measuring the peak flows often produce inaccurate
results in low flows. Additionally, the low flows of
a hydrograph may not be i mportant for flood hydrograph
studies. The three-parameter model more precisely
describes the relationship of discharge to the equivalent water depth over a wide range of flows. However,
from a practica 1 vi ewpoint, the Q vs h relationship
for high flows dominates t he hydrograph shape. Then
the two-parameter model is sufficient to describe the
relationship of discharge to equivalent water depth
for the hydrograph simulation.

0

The two-parallleter model requires much less
computer time for optimization in comparison with the
three-parameter model. The resulting hydrograph.s fit
the observed hydrograph.s as good as the threeparamete r model. Since the low values of objective
functions are located on a straight line in the log a
vs aa graph, it is easy to estiaaate t he a and Ill parameters. Therefore, the two-parameter 1110del is more
efficient i n simulation of hydrographs wb.e n only the
hi gh flow rates are iaportant.

Figure 3-30. Comparison of results obtained in this
study with results obtained by dye i njection method (Brazil, 1976), for conc rete rectangular rill surface .

Since t .h e three-parameter 1110del can provide
preci se relationships of Q vs h over a wide range of
flows, this model will be useful when both the high
flow and low flow rates are important in hydrological
problems .
Three-parameter model bas significance
according to physical principles, therefore, the
simulated hydrographs are close to physical reality.
The paramete r, A, describes t he variation of spaces
between obstructions which is the main factor affecti ng the changing phenomena of flow in the vegetated
area. The application of the three-parameter model
may lead to study of the effect of changing land use
on the flow hydrographs. Sediment transport capacity
is proporti onal to between fourth and sixth power of
flow velocity (Simons sod Senturk, 1977). If the unit
width discharge is constant, 10 percent error in
estimate of detention storage wi ll yield 10 percent
error in velocity which will cause 45 to 75 percent
error in the estimate of sediment transport. The low
flow rates at the beginning and ending of the .hydrograph are also important i n the estimate of sediment
transport since the low flow rates ~~ay last for a long
tille. The three-parameter 1110del will produce smaller
errors in estimation of detention storage for a wide
range of flows, consequently, cause less errors in
sediment and erosion analysis.
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Figure 3-31. Comparison between results obtained by
this study and results obtained by
Correia (1972) and Brazil (1976) for
gravel surface.
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Chapter IV

ESTIMATES OF PARAMETERS FO R TWO-PARAMETER MODEL
4.1 Experimental Facilities
The data used in this study are from the
Rainfall-Runoff Experimental Facility at Colorado
State University. This facility provides a means for
conducting controlled experimentation in watershed
response. The facility ' s size is such that it is an
intermediate step between laboratory models and natural watersheds; it has the capability of reproducing
experiments with consistency, but is not so small as
to distort the surface roughness characteristics.

The simulated rainfall is generated by 277
sprinklers, each located on top of a 10 ft vertical
pipe. Water is supplied to the sprinkler risers by
parallel aluminum lines, spaced approximately 17.5 ft
apart. Each line has about 20 risers, each spaced 10
ft apart. Various i ntensities are created by electric
solenoid valves operating a different combina.tion of
sprinklers. When all sprinklers are rUlllling simultaneously, approximately 4 in/hr of rai nfall input is
being generated. Use of fewer risers will create
lower intensit ies.

The 25,000 square fee t impervious surface bas
proven particularl y useful in simulating urban watersheds where response times are short and inf iltration
is negligible . Characteristics such as surface roughness and geometry can be changed to represent a wide
variety of nat ural catchments. The consistency with
which the facility can be operated and the homogeneity
of the surface area allows for test runs to be made
where individual parameters can be examined independently. This capability makes the artificial watershed an excellent tool for testing theoretical relationships and mathematical models of runoff from an
impervious watershed.

Discharge from the watershed i s captured and
measured by two H flumes; one is a 1.5 ft H flume at
the outlet of the conic section, and the other is a 2
ft H flume at the outlet of the plane section of the
watershed. The conic and plane sections can be gauged
separately or as a single watershed. When flow leaves
th.e conic section, it can be either directed underground and measured separately or added to the flow
f rom the planes and measured through the flume below
the plane a.
The hydrograph data of the conic section in this
study are from experiments conducted during 1969 to
1972. During this period, about 600 runs fo r about 50
types of configurations with various shapes and sizes
of sections and various roughness were conducted. All
the data were put on magnetic tapes. The surfaces of
various roughness include butyl rubber surfaces, butyl
rubber surfaces covered with different densities of
uniformly distributed gravel or bricks, and butyl
surfaces with different arrangements of gravel covering. The data from the butyl surfaces covered with
2
.
gravel of 20 lbs/yd are mainly used i n an.alysis,
because they give the greatest number of different
arrangements of gravel covering for systematic
analysis.

A complete synopsis of t.he original objectives
and design of the facility is given i n the paper by
Dickenson, Holland and Smith (1967). The shape is two
sloping planes, similar to Wooding's model (Wooding,
1965), with an additional upper conical section,
Fig. 4-1. This shape can be defined mathematically
and allows for simplification of dat.a analysis. The
planes slope of five percent in t he· direction of a
line parallel to the straight side boundaries of the
conic section. The conic sect ion has a radius of 116
ft and a uniform slope of five percent. The conic
section and planes ca,n be divided by walls t o make any
desirable size of conic section or rectangular section. Water flowing on the conic and plane sections
is separated by a six inch high boundary. A similar
boundary wall exists around the entire surface.

The data of concrete rill surface were obtained
fro• the experiment on a rectangular section on sloping plane in 1976. A 0.6 ft HS flume, with a converging section of 2 percent slope was used for measuring
discharge at the downstrea• end.
4.2 Discharge Correction for Experimental Data
Examples of correction for discharge data are
made for the two configurations used in Section 3. 2,
Comparison of Two-Parameter and Three-Parameter
Models . They are the concrete rill surface with
rectangular section of 98.4 ft long and 6. 6 ft wi de
and a conic section of 30° central angle with butyl
surface covered with uniformly distributed gravel of
20 lbs/yd 2 (Configuration 14). For the rectangular
section , the time of hydrograph peak should be at the
time when rainfall ceases. However, the observed data
showed that the peaks were located after the rainfall
ceases indicating time lags between the outflow
hydrograph and the observed hydrograph. A discharge
correction for storage effect in the measuring flume,
and lag time correction for the t i me lag in the transition are required. Since the measuring flume at the
end of the conic section does not have a transition,
only a discharge correction is required . Figure 3-16
shows the shapes of the rectangular concrete rill
section and the conic section with gravel. Figures
4-2 and 4-3 show some of the hydrographs before and
after correction for conic and rectangular sections,
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Facility--general arrangement.
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respectively . The me thods of cor rection are discussed
in Appl'ndix A.
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Seven configurations with different arrangements
of gravel surfaces i ncluding UFliT, UFNT, Nl1JT, and
NFNT surfaces were chosen. These confi gurations are
s hown in Fig. 4-4. Table 4-1 gives rainfall intensit i es and durations for hydrographs used for each
configuration. By assuming the watershed as a lumped
system of uniform surface, the two parameter nodel was
used f or optimi~ation of parameters. In order to test
the assumed equivale.n t uniform surface, goodness-offit and ra tio of peak difference were computed by
comparing the observed hydrographs with the hydrographs simulated by opti mized paramete rs for t he
equivalent uniform surface. The optimi~ation results,
including the a and m, the mi ni ma of obj ective functions and average values of goodness-of-fi t are given
in Table 4-2. For the hydrograpbs which have peaks
greater than one inch per llour, Table 4-3 lists the
values of goodness-of-fit and ratios of difference
between peaks to the peak of uniform surface as def i ned in section 1 . 2 . Figure 4- 7 shows t he comparison
between the observed and simulated hydrographs by
us ing the optimi~ed pa rameters. Onl y a repres entative
hydrograph for each configuration i s shown.
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Parameters for Various Surfaces

As stated in section 4. 1, the greatest number of
experimental runs were available for the butyl surface
covered with 1. 50 i nch di ameter gravel of 20 lbs/ yd 2 .
These experiments provide data that can be used to
t est the concept of equivalent uniform roughness and
to develop short-cut techniques to estimate the roughness parameters for t he equivalent uniform s urface if
it exi sts .
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Figure 4-2. Comparison between hydrographs before and
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Al though configuration 26 i s a UFUT s urface, the
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rectangular section.
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Tabl e 4-l. Rainfall i nt ensity and duration for
hydrograpbs used i n opt i mization.
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the width of strips is less than one sixth of the
total flow length. The hydrographs for this kind of
watershed can be simulated by using a two parame~er
model and assuming the system to be a uniform surface.
For UFNT surface , it is better to simulate the hydrographs by a distributed system.
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Identification of Watershed Response for Surfaces
with the Same Density of Gravel

The parameter optimization technique can be used
to determine the roughness parameters for an equivalent uniform surface, however, it is sometimes slow
In this section some techniques for
and costly.
d7termining equivalency of watershed response are
dl.Scussed and the experimental watersheds of equivalent uniform roughness with the sa•e density of gravel
were used for the test of identification of watershed
response.
This will help estimation of roughness
para•eters for watersheds which have the same density
of various roughnesses.
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By comparison of dimensionless hydrographs :

the
Woolhiser
(1969)
i ntroduced
dimensionless hydrographs for the conic section
(Fig. 4-6) with the normalized units:

t (uc)

(4-1)
and

Figure 4-7.

(Continued).
(4- 2)

selected physical model, and in the numerical solution
of kinematic wave equation are unavoidable.
The
ratios of peak difference are not consistent and
deviate a great deal. The reason might be in the
difficulties of measuring the discharges of instant
peaks. Because of inaccuracy of peak discharge measurement, the criterion of equilibrium uniform roughness might be set at Ge = 0.93 without restriction i n

with Q* = the dimensionless discha r ge, t* = the dimen-

Pe (see definitions in section 1.2). With this criterion, configurations 26, 14, 38, 37, and 10 are classified as the surfaces of equivalent uniform roughness
and configurations 18 and 48 as the surfaces of not
equivalent uniform roughness. In general, · the simulated hydrographs of configurations 26, 14, 38, 37,
and 10 fit well the observed hydrographs. Configuration 18, classified as UFNT, consisted of two conic
sections, one a 30 degree gravel conic section and the
other an 83 degree butyl section. The observed hydrographs have either comparatively flat peaks or double
peaks • because of a combination of two hydrographs
from the two sectors. However , the hydrograph simulated from a lumped system of unifor111 surface can
produce only a single peak. This may be the reason
why the simulated hydrographs do not fit well the
observed hydrographs. Configuration 48, classified as
NFUT, consisted of a 116 ft radius conic section with
a butyl surface on the upper section and butyl covered
by gravel on the downstream section of 38.5 ft.
Evidently, the concept of the equivalent uniform
roughness could not be used because the observed
hydrographs do not agree with the hydrographs of
uniform surface.

given by

=

sionless time, Q = the outflow discharge, t
the
time, Q = the normalized discharge at x = L (1-r)
0

0

under steady state conditions, r = the degree of
concentration (s~e Fig. 4-6), T0 = the time required
to travel the distance Lo(l-r) at the velocity Vo,

m-1

T = <~)Iii
0

q

1

~

(4-3)

where V = the steady-state normal velocity at x =
0

•

Lo(l-r), q = tbe lateral inflow rate, Lo = the radius
of conic section and z = the radial distance fro• the
upstream end.
The shape of the rising and recession limbs of a
dimensionless equilibrium hydrograph is independent of
a and q , but depends on the • and r values. For
watersheds with the Salle r, the shapes of dimeu.sionless hydr ograpbs should be the sa•e if • values are
identical. To test if m values are identical , for
varioua watersbeda with the same density of gravel,
watersheds of configurations 9, 38, and 10 including
UFtTI and NFlTl' surfaces were used. Configuration 9
consisted of a 30° conic, butyl covered section, with
1 l/2 inches diameter gravel and a density of 10
lbs/yd2 . Configuration 38 consisted of a 60° conic
section of alternate butyl and gravel strips, 20 ft
wi de, while configuration 10 bad a 30° section and
alternate strips 10 ft wide. The r values for those
configurations are very small and considered as the
same. Inatead of the time required for water to

Since configurations 38 , 37 and 10--NFUT and NFNT
surfaces composed of alternate roughness of more than
six strips--are classified as the equivalent uniform
roughness , a watershed composed of alternate roughness
may be simulated by an equivalent uniform roughness if
28

travel the distance of 1 (1-r) at the velocity V
0

0

the

,

water storage at the equilibrium (in inches), divided
by the lateral inflow rate (in in/sec), was taken as
the normalizing time parameter T , since V0 was not
0

measured in experiments. These two normalizing times
have a constant ratio for a constant r value, and the
change of the normalizing time does not affect the
shapes of hydrographs.
Two equilibrium hydrographs are selected for each
configuration, with the rising and falling limbs of
their dimensionless hydrographs shown in Fig. 4-8.
In general, the shapes of superior,t~osed hydrographs
are very similar, so there is no reason to reject the
hypo·thesis that m values are identical.

Y

= ~30 + ~3lx

Y

= ~40 + ~4lx

For the test of the equality of these linear models,
the hypothesis

is tested,

~·
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~ = t he
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in model h , a = level of

H = the number of linear models,

'·
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significance,

N

Figure 4-8. Superimposed dimensionless equilibrium
hydrographs for configurations 9, 10 and
38.
(ii) By comparison of characteristic time:
The normalizing time, T

0

,

as the equilibr ium

(4-6)

storage divided by t he lateral inflow rate , is the
simplest parameter t o measure experimental watershed
response.
It is called herein the charact eristic
time. Theoretically, T is proportional to
0

the watersheds with the same density of gravel.
Configurations 9, 10, 37 and 38, including UFUT, NFUT,
and NFNT surfaces , were used for the test. The radii,
1 , of conic sections of these configurations are not
0

(see F. A. Graybill , "Theory and Application of the
Linear Model," 1976, Duxbury (Ch. 8, Sec. 6), "Testing
the Equality of a Set of Linear Models"). The computation for the test of equali ty i s shown in Table
4-4(A) . Since W is less than Fa: 2 (H-l) , N-2H' t here
is no reason to reject the hypothesis of identity. By
assuming d l the linear models to be identical, the
regression analysis gives t he equation f or the char-

the same; two of them are 116 ft and the other two are
110 ft . However, the small difference in 1 will

acteristic: time as T = 206.490 q- 0.331203, or T0 is

create only around 3.61 error i n T if m = 1.5.
0
Since the error is not very large, Lo is assumed
constant for the test .

proportional to q(l-a)/•, and ( 1-m)/m = -0. 331203,
with • = 1.495.

q(l-m)/m(L /a)l/m if r is constant. When 1 is a
0

0

values of a and m are identical if the
relationships of observed T vs q are identical for

cons~ant ,

0

0

0

To test whether or not this technique can
diacriainate between radically different sur faces, the
data froe configurations 14 a.nd 20 , consisting of
2
2
gravel of 20 lbs/yd and 30 lbs/yd densities respectively, are i ncluded i n the test of identity. Computation• are ahown in Table 4-4(B) and the data points
are also plotted i n Figure 4·9 . Since W i s greater
than Fa: 2 (B-l), N- 2H, the hypothesis of equality of
110dels is rejected.

The data of T0 vs q are plotted in a log-log
graph as shown in Fig. 4-9. Theoretically, log T vs
0

log q is a linear relationship and the regression
lines can be used for the test of identity of the
relationship. Let x
log q and y
log T , then the
0
line.ar models for various watersheds are:

=

=
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time obtained from the regression line of Fig. 4-9 .
The results s how a large scatte r of observed values so
that i t i s difficult to say whether the relationshi ps
Qp/Qe vs D/T0 for the four watersheds are identi cal or

Table 4-4 . Test of the equality of a set of linear
models.
(A)

Gnve1 densi ty of 10 1bs/yd2

Con f.

bhj

"h

No .
9
10

9.112951
18.317541
6.613238
9.043890

4

~;

8
3
4

r

19

L

2
yhj

20.821835
42.037539
14.615074
20. 497972

0.508717
1.150460
0. 782799
0.262447

0.616636
0.939900
0.445090
0.529496

<

0.980432
2.367826
1.631513
0 .442415

(nh-2lo~

not , or whether t he values of m are i dentical. The
reason for the scatter i s likely due to the difficulty
in meas uri ng the ac t ual peak under the parti al equi libri um conditions. Under t hese conditions the plane
surface produces a flat peak hydrograph, while the
conic section gives a s harp peak hydrograph. Uneven
sur face of wate rsheds and water storage in the measuring flume of the conic section greatly affect the peak
values . In addition, the sensitivity of the measuring
gage also affects the accuracy of observed peaks.

0.00260811
0.00438123
0.00000155
0 . 00549366

2.531122 5.422186 0.01248C55
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The conclusion is that watersheds of the same
dens ity of gravel on the butyl surface for which the
concept of equivalent uniform roughness is applicable
may have the same values of a and m, although the
ar nngements a r:e different . Fur:thermore, thi s technique can discriminate between watersheds with different density of various roughness.
By comparison of partial equil ibrium peaks:

For cons tant values of m and r, the
dimensionless partial equilibri um hydrographs should
be identical if the di mensionless durations of lateral
i nflows are the same. The dimensionless peak increases as the di mensionless duration increases.
There i s a relations hip between the dimensionless peak
and the dimensionless durati on of lateral inflow if m
and r are constant, regardless of the values of a and
q. The partial equilibrium hydrograpb of the four
watersheds with constant r , used in the previous
section, are used herein for the test of identity of
m. The data of Qp /Qe vs 0/To are plotted in Fig.
partial equilibrium peak, Qe

Comparison of Hydrographs Obtained by
OptimizatLon of Parameters and Hydrographs Simulated by a Distri buted System with the Observed
Hydrograph.s

With the o·ptimized values of a and m for a butyl
s urface (confi guration 26) and a gravel surface of 20
2
lbs/yd
density (configuration 14) given in Table
4- 2, hydrographs for watersheds of a combination of
butyl and gravel surfaces can be simulated by using
the numerical scheme of a distributed system. The
representative observed bydrographs, simulated hydrographs by using the optimized parameters, and simulated hydrographs in using a distributed system for
nonunifora~ watersheds are superimposed in Fi g. 4-11
for comparison. Hydrographs are also simulated for a
distributed system by reversing the arrangement of
butyl and gravel locations i n configurations 37, 38,
and 10. The values of the objective function are
given in column (4) and (5), Table 4- 5 .

Figure 4- 9. Characteristic time vs lateral inflow
rate.
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For configurations 38 and 37, classified as the
surfaces of equivalent unifom roughness, the hydrographs a re successfully simulated by both the optimization techni que and the distributed systems with low
values of objective function. The simulated hydrographs obtained by using a distributed system fit the
observed hydrographs as well as the optimized hydrographs do . Si nce the weights of butyl and gravl!l
surfaces are equal in both configurations, the values
of objective functions are kept low when the locations
of butyl and gravel are reversed. For configuration
18, classifi ed as the surface of not equivalent uniform roughness, the value of objective function is
greatly reduced when the distributed system is used
for simulating hydrographs. The hydrographs simulated

= the

equilibri um or steady state discharge, D = the duration of lateral inflow, and T = the characteristic
0
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by the distributed system fit the observed hydrographs
much better than the opti mized hydrographs of a lumped
sys t ern do . This means that the UFNT surfac€ should
not be sumulated by a lumped system but by a di stributed sys tem.

O•ttrtbutt a S~\ltm (B)
by Opt,m•l:G ~nromf' l tu (C) (Ott.!
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In order t o avoid the errors resulting from the
depression and i nterception losses at the beginning of
rainfall, the observed time of beginning of rainfall
excess was corrected at each run by subtracting the
t i me requi red t o fill the amount of depression loss
and compensate for the i nter ception loss. The amount
of these losses were obtained by subt racti ng the total
outflow volume from the input rainfall . Under the
normal conditions, the t ime correction should be
negati ve , meaning that the time correction shoul d be
subtracted fro111 the or iginal time record. However,
time corrections in most runs for confi aura t ions 48
and 10 were positive. The observed bydrographs mi ght
have time errors. The factors that caused these
errors are: (1) simulated rainfall at some sprinkl er
heads was re tarded in comparison with the general
i nitiation of rai nfall; (2) some of the sprinkler
heads could not be shut off imaedi ately at the end of
si mulated rainfall; and (3) there was some pipe leakage . Since the total volume of outflow was computed
from the long duration hydrographs, the f actor (3) may
have mostly affected the time correction, with the
error larger for l ower flow rates. The observed
hydrographs of configurations 48 and 10 show the low
flows to las t for a long time at the initiation of
runoff output due to er r ors i n time corrections.
During the process of minimizing t he obj ective function, the si~ulated hydrographs were forced to fit the
low flows of a long duration at the hydrograph i nitiation, and become relatively flat and wide hydrosraphs.
In a comparison, t he hydrographs generated by a di stributed system give sharper high peaks which agree
better wi th the observed peaks. Although the values
of objective functions fo r hydrographs simulated by a
distributed s ystem are the same or greater than t hose
for hydrographs simulated by opti mized parameters, the
simulation by a distributed system is considered to be
better.
The si mulated hydrographs by distri buted
system should fit the observed hydrographs more closely i f the time correction is proper . For NFUT surface
composed of large elements of various roughness s uch
as configuration 48, the watershed is classified as
t he surface of not equivalent uniform roughness, and
the simulation by t he distr ibuted system is considered
mucb more feasible t!lan t he sisulation by optimized
parameters.
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Figure 4-ll. Hydrographs f or various configurations ;
(A) observed hydrographs, (B) hydrographs s imulated by distributed system,
(C) hydrograpbs simulated by using optimized parameters, with I =the rainfall
intensity and 0 = the dur ation of
rainfall.
Tabl e 4-5. Objective function of simul ated
hydrographs of watersheds with various
arrangements of gravel layers on butyl
surface .
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Chapter V
SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF ROUGHNESS

5.1

Uniformity of Roughness

For UFNT watersheds, the outflow hydrographs can
be easily simulated by a combination of hydrographs
from elements of various roughnesses. However, flow
phenomena on NFUT surfaces are more complicated and
the application of equivalent uniform roughness for
simplification of hydrograph simulation will be necessary. In this section a shortcut method is given for
testing whether the equivalent uniform roughness can
be used for hypothetical NFUT watersheds composed of
alternate elements of butyl and gravel with equal
weight along the flow direction. The watersheds are
assumed to be the conical sections with a radius
of 120 ft and a s lope of five percent.
Hydrographs from the two NFUT watersheds A and B,
which are ident~cal except that the locations of butyl
and gravel elements are reversed, are considered.
When the size of elements is sufficiently large, the
watersheds do not behave as the s urface of equivalent
uniform rougllness, in which case the two hydrographs
simulated for the two waters heds with the same rainfall input will deviate to a great deal. As the size
of the elements decreases, the two hydrographs will
tend to be closer. When the size of elements become
sufficiently small, the two watersheds can be treated
as the surfaces of equivalent uniform roughness and
the two hydrographs will nearly coincide. The shortcut method for testing the equivalent uniform roughness is to compare the two hydrographs simulated for
watersheds A and B. Either the watershed A or the
watershed B can be considered as the' watershed of
equivalent uniform t:oughness if the two hydrographs
from A and B nearly coincide. The goodness-of-fit and
rati o of peak difference, as described in section 1.2,
are used for the justification of use of the equivalent uniform roughness. When a pair of hydrographs
simulated from two NFUT surfaces of reversible roughness arrangements is used to measure the deviations
between the hydrographs, the deviations would be
double of the deviations between the hydrograph of a
nonuniform roughness and the hydrograph of a uniform
roughness surface.
The criterion of Ge should be
smaller than 0. 93 used in Chapter IV for comparison
between the observed hydrograph of a nonuniform roughness surface and the hydrograph simulated from a
uniform roughness surface. However, as there are no
observational errors involved in using only the numerical models, the more strict criteria for an equivalent unifo1111 roughness surface are used, i.e. , G =
0.93 and P = 0.05.
e
e
Conical areas (watersheds of curved strips normal
to the direction of flow, as shown in Fig. 1.2(C)),
composed of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 alternate strips either
of equal width or equal area are used in these tests.
Since hydrograph simulation by the distributed system
with kinematic cascade planes can produce hydrographs
very close to the observed hydrographs of NFUT surfaces, this method has been used for generation of
hydrographs for the considered hypothetical watersheds. Two criteria used for numerical simulation of
a cascade of planes are: (1) the number of planes in
kinematic cascade is at least fiv·e , and (2) the
number of 1::. increments in each plane is at least
three.
For each hypothetical configuration, twelve

pairs of hydrographs are generated for testing the
equivalent uniformity of roughness, namely three
durations (one for equilibrium and two for partial
equilibrium) for each of the four intensit ies of 1, 2,
3, and 4 inches of rainfall per hour. Figure 5-l
shows two out of the twelve pairs of hydrographs
simulated for the watersheds composed of ten alternate
strips of gravel and butyl surfaces.
Hydrographs
marked 1 and 2 are simulated for watersheds which are
divided into ten strips of equal width, and hydrographs
3 and 4 are for watersheds which are divided into ten
strips of equal areas. Hydrographs 1 and 3 are simulated for watersheds which have a gravel strip at the
upper end, and hydrographs 2 and 4 for watersheds
which have a butyl strip at the upper end. The hydrographs simulated for the watersheds with ten equal
width strips (1 and 2) are almost identical even
though the roughness locations are reversed while the
hydrographs (3 and 4) simulated for the watersheds
'With ten equal area strips, deviate to a great deal
when the roughness locations are reversed .
Since
deviations of partial equilibrium hydrographs are more
evident than those of equilibrium hydrographs, only
eight pairs of partial equilibrium hydrographs simulated for the reversible arrangements are used for the
test of goodness-of-fit. Values of goodness-of-fit
and ratios of peak deviation to the lower peak of two
hydrographs were computed for eight pairs of hydrographs in each configuration, and their maximum,
minimum, and average values are shown in Table 5-l.
The average values of goodness-of-fit parameter with
respect to the number of strips are plotted on Fig.
5-2. The results show that the surface of watershed
with equal width strips can be treated as having an
equivalent uniform roughness if the number of strips
is greater than six. However, the surface of watershed with equal area strips cannot be treated as
having an equivalent uniform roughness even though the
number of strips is increased to ten. In one-dimens.ional flow, the linear uniformity of roughness along
the flow direction is much more important than the
areal uniformity in meeting the condition of treating
it as having equivalent uniform roughness. In other
words, when the width of equal width strips is less
than one sixth of total flow length, the surface of
the watershed can be treated as having an equivalent
uniform roughness and may be approximated by a uniform
roughness surface.
Actually, the width of strips
meeting the equivalent uniform roughness condition is
related to the difference between the two roughnesses.
The larger the width of strips the smaller is the
difference between the two roughnesses.
Considering the hydrographs produced by a
watershed of ten equal width strips as the hydrographs
of a uniform roughness surface the sums of squares of
deviations between the 12 pairs of hydrographs simulated from watersheds of ten equal width strips
(column A) and hydrographs simulated from watersheds
of fewer than ten strips (column B) are shown on
Table 5-2. Representative hydrographs are shown in
Figs. 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5. It can be inferred from them
that the deviations of hydrographs of conical watersheds with equal area strips are larger than the
deviations of hydrographs of conical watersheds with
equal width strips.
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5 . 2 Estimation of Nean Parameters for the Surface of
Equival ent Uniform Roughness

I

.0 r-------r-----.--------,-----,------,

Estimation of Mean Parameters
0 .9

For th~ two- parameter model, Q = ahm, it is
logical to assume that the regression line of log Q vs
log h for a watershed composed of two basic surfaces
of diff~r~nt roughncsses, will pass through the intersection point of regression lines for the basic
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Figure S-2. Goodness-of·fit parameter versus number
of alternate strips.
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Table S-2. Test of feasibility of usi ng the concept
of uniform roughness for conical watersheds with gravel strips on a butyl
surface.
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(i ) Obtain 111 value by minimizing the sum of
squares of differences between hydrographs:
The
objective f unction used here is the sum of squares of
differences between the hydrographs of an equivalent
uniform roughness surface and the hydrographs simulated for a watershed considered as a lumped syste~ with
'assumed values of a and m. Hydrographs simulated for
the twelve kinds of rainfall inputs as described in
Section 5.1 are used for optimization. But substituting a 1
0.5 and m1
1.44 for butyl surface and a
2
l. 23 and m = ll. . 22 for gravel surface in Eqs. (5-l)
2

4 in,lllr. 0 • 40uc

t.o

,
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0

equal weight of gravel and butyl surfaces in the
following computations . The unknown parameter m can
be estimated by an optimization, in two ways:
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surfaces. Letti ng a and m be the two
this compound watershed, with a , m
1 1
parame·ters for two basic surfaces
coordinate of the intersection point
can be obtained as

parameters for
and a , m the
2
2
(Fig . S-6) , the
(log h', log Q')

Table 5-3 . Values of objecti ve f uncti on for m.
~

1.33G 1. 320 1 .310 1.305 1.300 1.295 1.290 1. 280

•

3.594 3 .UI9 l.957

in~hr) 2 25.38 14.22
- - ' - - -··

log a
log h' =

=

and (S-2) , a can be expressed as the function of m by
log a= -5.074489 + 4.23310 m. By assuming m, a can
be determined and the hydrographs simulated. The
best-fit value of m can be obtained by minimizing t he
objective function as shown in Table 5-3 and Fig.
5-7 (A). The mini mal value of the objective func tion
is 0.158 (in/hr) 2 at a = 2.683 and m = 1.300. The 12
hydrographs produced with these estimated a and m show
that they almost exactly fit the hydrographs of the
equivalent uniform roughness .

... .. .,/. ·..C.::>
1.0

=

- log a 2
1
m2 - ml

(

3.89

-

1.270

2.887 2.683 2.555 2.434

l-208 2.002

1.36

8.81 23.09

.158•

.297 1.99

..1111n1mum. of the obje<:t1Ye f unction values

(5- l)

and
log Q' = log a

1

(ii) Obtain m by minimizing the water storage
deviations : One of the most representative characteristics of watershed response is the water stored at
equilibrium. The objective f unction here is t he sum
of squares of deviat i ons between the detention storages of an equivalent uniform roughness s urface at
equilibrium for various rainfall intensities and the
detention storages in a watershed of lumped system
with assumed m. The bes t-fit val ue of m can be obtained by minimizing this objective function.

+ m log h'

1

with
log a = log Q' - m log h' .

(5-2)

With the condition of Eq. (5-2), the number of
unknown parameters has been reduced from two to one.
Once an m value is obtained, a can be determined from
Eq. (5 - 2). Since the water shed composed of ten equal
width alternate strips meets the equivalent uniform
roughness conditions and the value of goodness-of-fit
parameter is high, t he average of two hydrogr aphs
simulated for the conical watersheds of t en equal
width strips with reversible arrangements of roughness
is consi der ed as the hydrograph of the equivalent
uniform roughness, as well as the averag·e of detention
storages on the unifom surfaces of the two roughnesses considered as the detenti on storage of the
equivalent uniform roughness for the watersheds with

The detention storage of both the conic section
a nd the rectangular section of uniform roughness are
computed as follows:
Storage at equilibrium for a conic section:
For r = t he radius, S = the storage/A, A = the
area of conic section, Q = the unit width discharge at
equilibrium, 9 = the central angle i n radians, 1 0 =
the radius
34

of conic section,

~r

= the

increment of

The dentention storage at equilibrium and the
values of the objective func tion for various values of
m a re computed and given in Table S-4. The obj ective
function versus m is shown in Fig. 5-7(B). The bestfit values for a and m are 2.683 and 1.300, respective·
ly. This given the minima of the objective funct i ons
for both the rectangular and the conic sections. This
pair of values also give the detention storage closest
to the detention storage of an equivalent uniform
roughness surface for most rainfall intensities. The
optimization of parameters by detention storage ap·
proach is not affected by differe nces in shape of
waters hed or rainfall intensity.
15r--r--r-~--~~--~~--~~r-~~

I
\
/4
Rterongular

( 81

.~

10

Table 5 · 4. Detention storage at equilibrium for
rectangular and conic sections.
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1.35

Objective functions for m: (A) sum of
squares of deviations of hydrographs, (B)
sum of squares of deviations of storage
values.

and

~

h =

r

hr8llr/A =

~=

2cxr

eL2
hr8llr/(T) =

2r

2

L

q(L02

2

l/m

r )

-

llr =

2ar

Assume both hydrographs and detention s torage of
the equivalent uniform roughness surface were generated by the mathematical simulation for a NFUT conical
surface wi t h cu rved strips with sufficiently small
elements of two roughnesses. When the elements of the
two roughnesses are so small that the surface is close
to a uniform surface of the roughness intermediate
beto,~een the two basic roughnesses, both the produced
hydrographs and detention storages might also be close
to the hydrograpbs and detention storages of an equivalent uniform roughness surface, to be represented by
one value of m. Therefore, m opimized from the detent ion storage might be also m o,~hich can reproduce the
hydrograph closest to the hydrograpb of equivalent
uniform roughness surface. However, the deviation
between to,~o values of m by the two kinds of optimizati9n will increase as the size of elements increases .

0

and S
2

The result of optimization of m by mini mizing the
deviations between the detention storages is almost
exactly the same as the result of optimization by
minimizing the deviations between the hydrographs. In
other words, a pair of a and m values which can reproduce the detention storage of the same value as the
detention storage on a watershed of equivalent unifotm
roughness can also reproduce the hydrographs of that
watershed.

2
l/m
q(Lo - r2)

CJ

L 2 (.92a )l/m .

then A =

L2 - r 2
0

2
eL0 /2, and Q = q ~ (L - r 2 )/Br = .9
2
0
2
(g)l/m =

Estimation of mean parameters from detention storage:

= the storage increment,

= E ~.

where C

=

The total of detention storage is calcu-

0

lated by computer using 300 llr increments.
Storage at equilibrium for a rectangular section:
In addition to the notations used above, let x ;
the distance from upstream end, and L = the length of
0
rectangular section , then Q = qx,
h

= (~)1/m, s = L1

0

(.9)1/m (~)L
L0 a
m+l o
l

m+l
m

L

Io
0

h dx

= L1

0

qL

m (.......£)
= iii+I
a

L

f
0

0

Suppose that a and m are known for two basic
surfaces which make a compound watershed. Since the
estimation of parameters by detention storage approach
does not depend on the difference in the watershed
shape or rainfall i ntensity, a and m can be easily
estimated for a compound o,~atershed by letting the
detention storage at equilibrium agree with the detention storage of the equivalent uniform roughness
surface at equilibrium for a single rectangular section with an assumed rainfall intensity. With esti·
mated a and m, hydrographs for various rain fall

(~) l/m dx-

a

1/m
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intensiti es and durations may be then simulated as a
l umped system by using t he ki nemati c wave theory.

s urf aces with a random di stri buti on of equa 1 wi dth
strips of butyl and gr avel are discussed and the
reliabil ity of estimati ng the parameters by de tention
storage approach is tested. To save compute r t i me,
numerical models of wate r sheds with a r adius of 120 f t
and a slope of five percent are assumed to be composed
of six equal width str i ps , wi th t hree strips of butyl
and t hree stri ps of gravel. The hydrographs reproduced for a r ainfall i ntensity of 3 in/ hr and 90
seconds dura t ion (par tial equi libr ium) are used for
compa rison .

If m i s predetermi ned as a f i xed value, onl y one
The n a for a n
parameter a remai ns to be estimated.
equivalent unifo rm roughness surface may be estimated
by let ting t he det e ntion s t orage at equilibrium agree
with t he de tent ion storage of an equivalent uniform
roughness s urface at equilibri ua wi thout using Eqs.
(5-1) and (5- 2).
Comparison of Hydrographs Simulated by Estimated
Pa rameters wi th Observed Hydrographs
To apply the method of estimating a and m by
detention stor age approach to a na t ural watershed, the
hydrographs f or the expe r i mental watersheds which have
the equi valent uniform roughness surface are f i rst
simulated by us ing the es timated parameters and then
compared wi th the observed hydro graphs. Some of the
simulated bydrographs are compared with the observed
hyd r ogr aphs in Fi g. S-8 . The values of objective
function a re given in column 6, Table 4-5. Hydrographs simulated f or configurations 37 and 38 wi tb a
and m esti mated by detention storage approach fit the
observed hydrographs as well as the hydrographs simulated with the optimized parameters or by using the
dist ributed s ys t em. Al though for confi guration 10 the
val ue of objective function resulting from the hydrographs s i mula t ed with t he mean values of a and m from
detention storage estimation is greater than the val ue
of objective function resulting from hydrographs
simulated wi th opti mi zed parameters, the hydrographs
si mula ted wi th paramet ers es tima t ed by the detention
storage approach agree better in shape with the obse rved hydrographs than do the hydrographs simulated
with optimi zed parameters. The reason for poor agreement i n simul ation by using optimization bas been
stated i n Sect ion 4 . 5: the simulated hydrographs by
opt i mization were forced to fit the low flows of a
long duration at the initiation of observed hydrographs, which was caused by errors in time correction .
The esti mates of a and m by detention storage approach
are feas i ble for the si mulation of hydrograpbs for
NFUT surfaces of equi valent uniform roughness
surfaces.

The number of combi na t i ons of three strips out of
the t ota l of six strips is 20 ( 6c ) . Column 2 in
3
Table 5- 5 s hows various combinations of butyl and
gravel strip s.
They a r e r epresented by symbol s 1
and 2 , respectively. Column 3 shows the number of
runs . A maxi mal uninterrupted sequence of like symbols is called a run . I n Chapter IV it was shown that
t he hydrographs si mulated from the distributed system
are closest to the hydrograpbs observed experimentally
f rom a wate rshed wi th random distribution of two types
of roughness surfaces.
Therefore, the detention
storage and hydrograpbs simulated from the distributed
• s ys tem will be considered as the actual detention
storages and hydrographs for a comparison with the
other short cut methods used .
T,ble S-5.
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The detention s torage and the hydrograpb for the
surface of equivalent unifor. roughness surfaces
composed of equal weights of butyl and gravel elements
are described in section 5 .2. They are considered to
be very close to the detention storage and the hydrograph of an equivalent uniform roughness surface. The
detention storage and hydrograph produced by t he
distributed s ystea for a watershed with randoa distribution of roughness surface are compar ed with the
detention storage and hydrograph of an equivalent
uniform roughness sur face for the test of equivalent
roughness uniformity.

,,, .......
,.,...,... .,o·

C"'U '-rt ..... M
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Figure 5-8 . Co!lparison of hydrographs simulated by
estL.ated a and m with obse rved hydrographs .
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Test of roughness uniformity and estimat ion of mean parameters for watersheds
with random distribution of roughness
s urfaces.

Hydro graph Simulation for Watersheds with Random
Distrbution of Surface Roughness

Column 4 of Table S-5 shows the detention stor age
at equilibriua for various combinations computed fro•
the di stri buted system. The deviations of the detention storage from the detention storage of the equivilant uniform roughness show a chance scatter and no
general regularity for these deviations can be
inferred.

The previous discussion bas shown that the linear
uniformity of roughnesa along t he flow direction is
imp·ortant in achieving the equivalent uniform roughness for NFUT surfaces . In
this section, NFUT

36

Comparison of hydrographs are s hown on Fig. 59 (A) . Columns 5 a nd 6 of Table 5-5 s how t he good- ·
ness- of-fit par ameters, G, and the ra t i o Pr of differe nce o f two peaks t o t he peak of t he hydrograph of
equivalent uniform roughness surface . In accordance
with the method used i n Sec tion 5. 1 , G and P are s et
at 0.965 and 0.025 r espectively . Onl ff the wXtersheds
with alternate s t rips of butyl and gravel can be
c lassified a s the surface of equi valent uniform roughness . The sums of squa res of deviations are gi ven i n
column 7, and t he rela t ions hips of those va lue s t o the
number of runs are shown i n Fig. 5-10.
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Figure 5-9. Hydrographs of watersheds with randoml y
di stributed ro ughness , 6 equal wi dt h
strips, I = 3 i n/hr, D =90 sec .
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When the watershed with a random distribut ion of
roughness i s consi dered as a lumped system, two unknown paramete rs, a and m, may be esti mate d with the
detention stor age approach under the two conditions:
(1) the regression line of log. Q versus l og h passes
through the intersect i on point of the two regres s i on
lines of basic roughness ( l og a = -5.074489 + 4.23310
m for the surface composed of butyl and gravel), and
(2) the detention storage a t equilibri um reproduced by
the lumped system with estimated a and m i s equi valent
to detention storage reproduced by the distributed
s ystem. The esti mates a and m so obtained are given
i n column 8 of Table 5-5. To test the r eliability of
these estimates, hydrographs simulated by a and mare
compared with hydrographs simulated by the distributed
system as shown in Fig. 5-9(B). The goodness of fit
parameter, G, ratio of peak devi ation to peak, Pr ' and

/ :

.:...L·-.,,-,-,.,,~v,_'"'=-..,.!
"" :ro
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Figure 5- 9.

Sum of squares of deviations of
hydrographs vs number of r uns . A maximum uni nterrupted subsequence of like
symbol s of roughness i s call ed a run.

roughness surface. In order to. find the reasonable
esti mate of pa rame ters for the wate r s he ds with random
distribution o f roughness strips, esti mati on of parameters by detention storage was first tested.

11. o-o-a-a-~· a

0>~

or Deviations betwee n Hydro grophs

Oe..,io tions bel ween Hydrogropn$ ftom Distributad Syslem and

,.LO

(.\)

Sum of Squares

n • Number o f Runs of Rough nesses

18)
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(Continued)

Although all of the combinations have an equal
wei ght of butyle and grave l, the hyd rographs of an
equi valent uniform roughness surface do not fit the
actual hydrographs well. The goodness- of-fit parameter
i nc re ases or the devi ation decr ea s e s a s the number of
runs increases,
i.e . ,
the roughness uniformity
i ncreases as the runs increase.

the sums of squares of deviations between hydrographs
are given in columns 9, 10, and 11 of Table 5-S.
The relationship of the sum of squares of devi ations
to the number of runs is shown in Fig. 5 -10 . When
hydrographs are simulated by the parameters esti mated
from dete ntion s torage instead of s i mulation by an
equivalent uni form roughness, the sums of squares of
deviations are less, thus the values of goodness-offit parameter increase. Although these configur ati ons
do not meet the equivalent uniform roughness conditions, the simulation of bydrographs by de~ention
s torage approach can produce bydrograpbs ve ry s i mila r
to the actual bydrographs. When the number of runs is
greater than or equal to four, goodness- of-fit parameter i s greater than 0.92 and, i n general, the simulated hydro graphs can be accepted .

Reliability of Parameters Estimated by Detention
Storage Approach
All c.he configurations except tile configuration
wi th alternate strips of two roughnesses do not correspond to the equivalent uniform roughness surface. The
hydrographs produced from these configurations cannot
be simulated by a lumped system which considers the
watershed
as
that
of
an
equivalent
uniform

37

Comparison of Observed Hydrographs with Hydrographs
Si mulated by Estimated Parameters

For Configuration 13, seven hydrograpbs with
various ra i nfal l intensiti es and durations are used
for comparison (Table 5-6). The hydrographs simulated
by the estimated a and m do not fit the observed
hydrographs as well as the simulated hydrographs for

Since the Rainfall-Runoff Experimental Facility
data di d no t i nclude NFUT watersheds with random
distri buti on of two types of roughness, NFNT watersheds with random distribution of two types of roughness, Confi gurations 12 and 13 (Fig. 5-11) are selected for veri fying the reliability of a and m estimated
from detention storage. They consisted of a 30° conic
s ec t i on wi th a radi us of 110 ft. The conic s ec t i on
was divided i nto three equal angle sectors, and then
into eleven equal width strips along each radial
directi on, a total of 33 elements with the gravel
elements of 20 lbs/yd 2 randomly distributed among the

Table 5-6.

Estima tion of parameters for watersheds
with random distribution of roughness
(Configurations 12 and 13).

Ot:ff)tlon Storo9t tt Eguillbr1U!'I
Conflg•rotlons

33 plots, and the numbers of elements of butyl and
gravel about tbe, same.

l \n.{:!r
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Figure 5-11. Configurations of watersheds with random
distribution of roughness.
Estimation of a and m from water storage at
equilibrium:
To select a and m which reproduce the detention
storage most closely of watershed at equilibrium, four
rainfall i ntensities of 1, 2 , 3, and 4 in/br were
used. The total detention storage of a watershed is
obtained by summing the corresponding detention storages of butyl and gravel surfaces according to their
distribution arr angements.
Considering the whole
system ns a llllllpcd system, detention storages for
various values of m (with the condition of log a =
-5.074489 + 4. 23310 m) are computed an.d the best-fit
value of m is selected that can reproduce the detention storage closest to the total detention storage of
the watershed. The best-fit values of a and m are
2. 8166 and 1. 305 respectively for Configuration 12,
and 2.5550 and 1.295 respectively for Configuration
13. Computation results are s ummarized in Table 5- 6.
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Compar ison of simulated hydrographs with observed
hydrographs:

Figure 5-12.

For Configuration 12, eight hydrographs with
various intensities and durations are used for comparison (Table 5-6). The observed hydrographs are
well simulated by the estimated a and •· The value of
2
the objective function is only 7.086 (in/hr) . Some
of the representative bydrographs are shown in Fig.
5-12. The values of goodness-of-fit paramete rs for
partial equilibrium hydrographs which have peaks
greater than one inch per hour are greater than 0.92.

Configuration 12, but these fits may still be
acceptable. The objective function value is 15 .98
(in/hr) 2 . Some representative hydrographs are shown
i n Fig. 5-12. The values of goodness-of- fit. parameter
for partial equilibrium hydrographs which have peaks
greater than one inch pe~ hour are around 0.90.
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Comparison of hydrographs simulated by
estimated a and m with observed
hydrographs.

Chapter VI
APPLICATION OF TWO-PARAMETER MODEL TO NATURAL WATERSHEDS

The results obtained i n this study, based on
e xperimental data, are applied to natural watersheds.
The two basic results are:
(l)

The two-parameter model, Q = ahm, is sufficiently
good to simulate well the overland flow hydrographs;

(2)

For watersheds consisting of s urfaces with
various and varying rougbnesses, the parameters a
a nd m for the equivalent uniform roughness surface can be estimated by letting the detention
storage a t the equilibrium, produced by these
estimated parameters, be equivalent to the detention storage at equilibrium, produced by the
distributed syst em with known parameters for the
surfaces of various and varying rougbnesses .

l

Data available on roughness a r e in general
limited to s urfaces of uniform roughness ove r an area.
In simula ting t he hydrographs of waters heds with
random distribution of surfaces of va rious and varying
roughnesses, the method - of cascade planes can be
applied. However, i f a surface consists of a large
number of small plots with various and va r ying roughnesses, the cascade method becomes so complicated that
the CQSt of simulation significantly increases. These
kinds of surfaces a re often encountered in agricultu ral land use, such as a n area of al t ernating strip
cr oppings for so1l conservat ion purposes. For this
case, results of this study can be applied to obtain
the overall parameters by considering the surface dS a
single system of equivalent and uniform roughness.
This approach simpli fies to a great extent the comput ations i n simulating the hydrographs of natural
wate rsheds .
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Map of Coshocton watershed , Ohio.

Description of vegetation on the Coshocton
watershed, Ohio.

Table 6-1.

t

Ve9ot•tion

To verify the feasibility of this method, a flood
event of June 12, 1957 at a watershed near Coshocton,
Ohio is used for the test. The data are obtained from
''Hydrologic Data for Experimental Agricultural Wa ters heds in t he United States, 1956-1959 ," published by
.\gricultural Resea r ch Service, USDA. The map of the
watershed is s hown in Fig. 6-1, with 62 .6 percent of
the to tal catchment a rea under the counter-strip
c r opped with corn-meadow strips (34 percent) and
wheat-meadow s trips (28.6 percent). The types of
vegetation are given in Table 6-l. The widths of
alternate s trips for corn-meadow and wheat-meadow were
around 100 feet. Program KINGEN75 (Rovey, Woolhiser,
and Smith, 1977) was used for the hydrograph simulation. Because sufficient information on the roughness and experimental data for estimating parameters
in the two-pa rameter model for surfaces with various
vegetation over the area were not availabl e , t he
Chezy equation was used in simulating the bydrogr aphs .
The values of Chezy's C for surfaces with va r ious
vegetation patterns, as given in Table 6- 1, were
estimated from the data i n the table on resistance
parameters for overland flow in "Simulation of Uns t eady Flow" (Woolhiser, 1975 , Unsteady Flow in Open
Channels, Chapter 12). Since the flood event occurred
i n June, and there were legumes, gr ass and weeds of 5
to 6 inches high between the main c r ops, lower values
of C i n the t able were chosen.
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Determination of the Overall Di scharge Coefficient
Since Chezy formula, Q = Cb3/251/2, is used i n
the simulation of hydrographs, a and m in the twoparameter model are then

The wate r shed was first divided i nto cascades of
12 rec tangular planes contributing to a network of
channels as shown i n Fig. 6-l. The schematic representation of cascade planes and channels is shown in

- csl/2

a-

39

' and

( Il-l)

Fi g. 6-2. The planes Pl and P2 were the corn-meadow
area and t he planes P3 and P4 were the wheat-meadow
ar.ea. Before starting the simulation , the overall
discharge coefficient for those four pl anes should be
determined by using the technique described in t his
study.

of the plane , and q = t he lateral inflow rate or the
rainfall excess r ate. The a value i n t he above equat ion for each subplane_. was obtained fro111 Eq. (6-1).
The overall a was obt ained by
L l /m
= K _o_ _
; 1/11

(6-3)
Tabl e 6- 2.

1
I
3

•

Computations of overall parameters for
contour-strip cropped planes.
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Figure 6- 2 . Schematic representat ion of cascade
planes and channels.
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Tabl e 6-3. Dimensions , areas , slopes , vegetation, and
Chezy C for cascade planes and channels.

The cascade planes, Pl, P2, P3, and P4 were
di vi ded i nto subplanes according to the wi dth of
strips, as shown in Fig. 6-2 and given in Table 6-2 .
The slope of each subplane was measured a~d the storage i n each subplane computed by using t he equati on

h dx

1.65~

.00406
.0\'102

The detail s of computation are given in Tabl e 6-2.
! he overal l Chezy C was obtained by subst i tuting
a into Eq. (6- 1) and then gi ven in Tabl e 6-3.

with S = the slope of the plane, and C ::: t he Chezy
coefficient . Only paramet er a remains unknown.
The
overall val~e of a f or a compounded plane can be
determined by letting the detention storage of equilibrium, pr oduced by a be equivalent to the accumulat ed
det ention storages i n subplanes at equilibri um. As
stated in Section 5 . 2, the estimates of parameters
f rom t he detention storage are not sensit-ive to the
diff erence i n rai nfall int ensi ty. The rainfall intensity of 2 in/hr was used to estimate the overall value
of a from t he detention storage .
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_method by using the overall parameter estimated from
detention storage, comparisons arc made between the
hydrographs obtained by the distributed system and the
hydrographs obtained by using the overall a, for those
four planes, as shown in Fig. 6- 4. The results show
that the hydrographs simulated by using the overall
values of a are almost identical to the hydrographs
simulated by the distributed systems. This cl!Cample
demonstrates that the method of obtaining overall
parameters from the detention storage is effective.
By using the overall parameters, this method greatly
simplifies computations in simulating the hydrographs
and makes the s i mulation very efficient.

Simulation of Hydrographs
Dimensions, areas, slopes, and vegetation, as
well as the estimated Chezy C for the elements in the
system, are given in Table 6- 3. The soil texture
consists of 37 percent of mixed silt loams , 26 percent
of Keene silt l oad, 16 percent of Muskingum silt loam,
and 21 percent of Muskingum l oam. Since no experimental data are available for infiltration, the parameters of infiltration function are assumed and several
trial computations made to estimate reasonably the
parameters, giving the out flo~<.• volume equal to the
outflow volume of the observed hydrograph. Definitions of infiltration parameters in KINGEN 75 Program
(Rovey, et al., 1977), and the estimated values of
parameters are as follows: AL = the exponent parame ter for decay curve = 0.6; B = the ponding time
par ameter = 2.0; C = the infiltration .scaling parameter = 3000 min; SI = the initial volumetric relative
water content= 0.5; SMAX = the maximum volumetric
water content under imbibition = 1.0; ROC = the volumetric relative rock content = 0; and FMIN = the
minimum infiltrate rate at steady state condition for
a plan.e = 0. 28 in/hr.
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The precipitation record and the observed
hydrograph, as well as the simulated hydrograph, are
shown in Fig. 6-3. The simulated hydrograph fits well
the observed hydrograph.
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Figure 6-3. Observed and simulated hydrographs of the
event of June 12, 1957, Coshocton watershed, Ohio.

0

Figure 6-4.
Comparison Between the Hydrograpb Obtained by the
Distributed System and the Hydrograph Obtained by
Using the Overall Value of a
Planes Pl, P2, P3, and P4 are considered as
single planes in the simulation of the above hydrograph. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the
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simulated by using the
overall para111eter and by using the distributed system for contour-strip cropped
planes.

Chapter VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

Conclusions

(l) A three-parameter model
for hydraulic
resistance, postulated by assuming a flow through a
set of parallel channels with negative exponential
distribution of widths and equal wa ter depth i n the
chaonPls, mo re precisely describes the relationship
between the discharge, Q, and t he equivalent water
depth, h, for various kinds of rougllness over a wide
range of discharge than the two-parameter model, Q =

storage matching the equilibrium detention storage
produced by the watershed of randomly distributed
roughness with distributed system. For a watershed
co~osed of six equal width strips, three gravel
stn ps and three butyl strips this method is applicable if the number of change; of roughness along t he
flow direction is greater than three.
(8) For watersheds with nonuniform roughness in
the direction normal to the basic flow direction,
hydrographs can be simulated by using a distributed
system, i.e. , by combini ng the hydrographs produced by
the i ndividual surface elements.

othm., does. The three-parameter model may be applied
to the effects on the hydrographs of changing land
use , as well as for the precise estimation of sediment
transport in overland flow.

(2) The two-parameter model requires much less
computer time for simulation of hydrographs in compar7.2 Recommendation for Additional Work
i~on with the three- parameter model .
When only the
h~gh f~ows of hydrographs are i mportant in hydrologic
The effects of spatial variability of roughness
analys~s, the t wo- parameter model is simpler and less • on the runoff hydrographs have been investigated in
e~pensi~e
to use and i mplement in hydrograph
this s tudy for watersheds consisting of two rcughness
s~mulat~on.
surface element s: (1) butyl surface, and (2) surface
of l-l/2" diameter gravel with the density of 20
t3) An equivalent uniform roughness can be used
lbs/yd2 . These t wo surface elements have significantfor a watershed with nonuniform roughness over its
ly different roughnesses. For a watershed with altersurface if the hyd rographs fro11 this watershed a re
nate equal width strips of butyl and gravel surface
proved to be equivalent to the hydrographs of a wate relements, i t was shown in this study t .h at the cQncept
shed of equivalent uniform roughness fo r identical
of an equiva l ent uniform roughness surface can be
rainfall excess patterns. The fac t ors which affect
applied, and the hydrographs well simulated by assumt he application of the equivalent uniform roughness
ing the watershed as having a uniform roughness, when
conce~t
sre the differences between roughnesses ,
the width of str ips is less than or equal one sixth of
relat~ve subarea of a given constant roughnesses, and
total flow length . As stated i n Section 1 .2, the size
the s~ze of thet.c: uniform roughness subareas.
of strips in applying the concept of an equivalent
uniform roughness surface is related t o the differ ence
(4) For the experimental watersheds composed of
between t wo r oughnesses and to rel ative weights of t wo
alternating strips of gravel and butyl surfaces, this
roughnesses. Further investigations mi ght search for
study shows that the linear uniformity of roughness in
t he relationship among t hese three fact ors.
flow direction is much more i mportant than the areal
uniformity of roughness for applying the equivalent
A runoff hydrograph from a watershed with surface
uniform roughness concept.
depressions may be much different from a hydrograph
from a surface having the upright obstructions. The
(5) For a watershed composed of equal width
rising limb of the hydrograph starts late and the f low
alternate strips of t wo roughness surfaces along t he
rapidly increases after depressions are completely
.flo·w direction , t he waters hed can be approximated by
filled. A f urther investigation may search for an
an equivalent uniform roughness sur face , if the width
adequate hydraulic resistance model for a surface with
of strips is less than or equal to one-sixth of total
depressions .and determine t he effects of its spatial
flow l ength.
vari ability on hydrographs . This kind of surface
often exists in t he area of contour cropping where the
(6) The lumped parameters a and m of t he t wocontour ridges of farming run along the contour lines
parameter model fo r a watershed of equivalent uniform
of the topography.
r oughness surface with equal weights of two roughnesses can be estimated by selecting a and m which
I n application of the methods used i n this study
reproduce the equilibrium detention storage equivalent
for simulation of hydrographs, the t ime of travel of
to t he ave rage of the equilibrium detention storages
overland flow for the watershed with various vegetaproduced by the t wo uniform roughness surfaces of the
tion strips can be est~a ted.
Consequently, the
basic roughnesses.
effect of vegetation management on flow retardation
may be investigated . This would provide some useful
(7) For a watershed composed of rando11ly
information f or evaluating the eff ects of vegetation
distribut ed s urface eleeents of two rcughoesses, a and
strips in controlling the non- point sources of
buffer
m can also be approximated by selecting the values of
pollution.
a and 11 which reproduce t he equi valent detention
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APPENDIX A
OUTFLOW DISCHARGE CORRECTION
The outflow systems of the rectangular section
and the conic section are shown in Fig . A- l(A) and
(C). The outflow hydrograph observed at the end of
the measuring flumes should be correct ed for storage,
so that i.t becomes the outflow hydrograph at the end
Since rectangular
of the experimental wate rshed.
watershed has a converging section between the waters hed and the flume, the corrections for both the disc harge at the converging s ection and the flume are
requi red. The conic section requi red only the correction at the flume.

relationship
of
storage versus
time
due
to
measurement errors. The storage should be smoothed
out first by following Eq . (A-2), as schematically
shown in Fig. A- 2. Let the subscript n be the index
of the time increment,
(A-2)
with Sn = the storage in the flume from the observed
s tage in the flume, and S • n = the corrected storage

E· ~C UIT t r.tQ '

• .:•t ri

~

~c

to be used in the routing. The e r ro r in estimation
of the inflow at the beginning portion will also
cause an exaggeration of the oscillation in the
latter por t i on. In order to avoid an exaggeration of
this oscillation, the average of the two successively
computed discharges was taken for computation in the
next step as follows. The basic equations are:

c

(o} Trc:-.s1ticn

for

s n+l - sn-1

Rtcrar.9ulor Sec:tlon

------

-

Tr-----------------------_

'1
0
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!.02'
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(A-3)
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Con•c Sechon

Figure A-1. Out fl ow systems of rectangular and conic
section.
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A.l Correction of Discharge for Storage Effect in
flume
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The most common reservoir flood routing method is
used for this correction, namely

2

computed

inflow

rate

taking average and to be used in the routing, the
steps of computations are as follows:

fll6 .. - - - 1 243..,-

~

I'n = the

0

before taking the average, In = the inflow rate after

..L . ~

T

{ Cl

1 = 0,

1
~t

1

- 12)

(53 - Sl) + 01 + 03 - Il

2 (Il + Ij)

•

I :
3

oz)

t.t = s2 - sl
(A- 1)

and so on. The computation steps ate schematically
shown i n Fig. A- 2. The inflow hydrograph so obtained
will be the outflow hydrograph of the watershed at
the upstream end of the flume.

in which, I = the i nflow rate into the reservoir,
0 = the outflow rate from the teservoir, S = the
storage, At = the constant time increment in routing,
and subscripts 1 and 2 tefet to the beginning and the
end of a time inctement. The difficulties in touting
from the downstream hydtograph to t he upst ream hydrograph are that the routed hydtograph will oscillate
strongly i f thete is a slight oscillation in the

A.2

Correction of Time Lag in Converging Section

Because the converging sect ion had a cover on
it , t here was oo lateral inflow into the section.
The inflow f rom the upstteam end of the converging

45

section went over the dry surface at the beginning.
This caused a surge wave at the very beginning of the
hydrograpb, for which the analytical solution of the
ki nematic wave equations may not be applied .

The analytical solution shown abov~ can be employed
only when 01 and m are coos taot over the surface.
Si nce the laminar-turbulent frictio~ law was used for
determinin~ a
and m , the length in the x-directiqn
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Figure A-2 .
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Schematical representation of storage
curve smoothing and steps of inflow
routing.
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(c) Resistance L ow for Transition

How~ver,

considering the whole bydrograph, the
analytical solution may be applied because the errors
at the very beginning will not affect the total
bydrograpb very much. The time lag was divided into
two parts: the time lag in the comverging section,
and the time lag in the upstream part of the flume
where no storage occurred .

Figure A-3.

The converging section was ~pproximated by a
conic section as shown in Fig. A-3(A). The equation
of continuity for the converging iect,ion with zero
lateral inflow is
ah + a(uh)

~

uh

dx = -amhm-1
dt
db
dt

(A-4)

and
u

m-1

= ah

.

Resistance law used in the transition
for rectangular section.

was divided into small segments for integration. For
convenience , (L0 - x) in the above equation is denoted by x i n the following computation as shown in
Fig. A-3(D). The characteristic equations are:

Converging Section

at

l d) Variables of Incremento in
Con1c Section

ahm

(A-9)

X

db
dx =

(A- 5)

(A-8)

h
mx

(A-10)

Taking a section between
in which, b = the water depth, u = the velocity, a
and 111 = constants, and L 0 and x = defined in Fig.

and

•nd integrating

Eq. (A-10), then:

A-3(B). The characteristic equations are
dx

dt

=amhm-1

=x

hm
2 2

(A- 6)

= constant

through x along
the character line.

and
Total discharge = Qt
(A- 7)

(A-ll )
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Let

For each segment, the lag time is
360

2n6

Qt

ccr-

=

and

'

2m-l

2n6

c:

2m-l
m

360'
(A-12)

(A-14)
For an outflow discharge Qt the tota l
Substituting Eq. (A-12) into Eq. (A-8), then

t~me

lag in the

converging section may be obtained by adding .:lt in
segments.

111"'1
dt

= -

1

--=-111-_-;;1 x
am K

___ 1
m-1
am K 111

t2-tl

i

01

dx

Rectangular Section

111

Because of the concentration of flow in the
flume, only the turbul ent friction law is used. The
characteristic equations for the rectangular section
nrc:

m- 1

x2
x

Ill

dx

1

x2

m

l
= - --;;;:-r

mal<

=

<'1t =

81

1

m-1 (x l

(2m-l) aK

2m-l
m

Ill

= the length of flume

excluding t he part which bas storage ,. and t = the t i me
lag in flume. Computa lions showed t hat the time lag
in the ups tream part of the flume i~ very s mall and
negligib.le due t o t he concentration of the flow .

111

m-1 (xl
(2m-l )al/m(Q /C)-;t

- !m
0

m

2m-l
1

1

with W= the width of flume, L

2m-l
- x2

L0

2m-1
m

X~
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